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CHAPTER I 
Sinee the ffrst dawnt man has to earn hfs daily bread. The 
meaning and variety of work in which he has engaged over the centuries 
and across various cultures have differed} depending upon the particular 
context. It is difficult to define work because the definitions 
regarding woiit are confined to economic and social factors. These 
definitions do not include the wide variety of behaviours involved. 
Work is partly an attitude of a person and one man's work may be another 
man's play. Hence work is of a paramount importance in the psychological 
l i fe of the individual. 
A man's working l i fe spans from forty to fifty years. He has to 
give i t a sufficient period of time. For the child the world of work is 
remote and without meaning. But gradually* as the child develops* he 
comes to grips with the meaning of work and faces the problem of choosing 
a particular occupation from amongst the bewildering myriad of vocations. 
The act of occupational choice becomes important. Preparation for the job 
and striving for some sort of success becomes his sole purpose. 
Occupation may be defined as one's habitual employmentt business* 
trade or calling or whatever an adult spends most of his time doing. It 
may be idiat does he do to earn a living or it may not. It may be some 
sort of duty or duties. Being a house wife Is an occupation so is 
being a mother. Being a father is not an occupation because it does 
not occupy the major part of man's time and it is not the main focus 
of his activities. 
In making the vocational choice an individual is faced with* 
peihapS} the most important decision of his l i f e . Entering into an 
occupation which the individual finds suitable for himself and with 
which he csn make proper adj^ ustments and feel satisfied) is the crucial 
decision which conditions and colours his entire l i fe . Lack of 
adjustment and satisfaction in his vocation does not only make hia an 
occupational misfit but also vitiates his own home and other personal 
relationships* making failure and frustration the hall-mark of his 
approach to every problem. Such a crucial decision shouldi therefore* 
be made more wisely and without excessive emotional overtones. Seientiific 
studies of the occupational decision making process have revealed that 
although physical and mental growth and development result from the 
social and intellectual experiences of the individual in an average 
socio-cultural setting* it does not necessarily render the individual 
mature enough to make a vocational decision. The problem of vocational 
choice has been studied for the last half a century or more in its 
multivariate formsi starting with such extraneous factors as father's 
occupation) family traditions and identification with key persons in the 
environment) it has come to study the role of much more important and 
dynamic factors such as the developmental processes* individual vocational 
maturity and personality dynamics. 
In its methodological aspects the study of vocational behaviour 
spreads through survey* the questionnaire} the interviewf the interest 
inventory and the attitude scale and aptitude testing. It is only 
recently that the attention of investigators in the field of vocational 
behaviour has been diverted towards the experimental approach to study 
vocational choice in particular and other areas of vocational behaviour 
in general. It nay) howevert be said that no proper experimental study 
has been undertaken in the field of vocational choice as yet. More 
than any other tj^e* the theoretical research has dominated vocational 
psychology since 1950. There are very many propositions in most of the 
theories which have not been experimentally evaluated. It is true that 
very few systematic and experimental studies have been conducted in 
vocational psychology but it does not mean that such research is impossible 
to desip or carry out. John O'Crites latest research anthology entitled 
vocational psychology (1969) passionately pleads the ease of experimental 
research in the field of vocational choice. Crites has quoted Goodstein 
(1965) who has suggested an experimental pvradigm of research in the 
field of vocational choice. It may be pointed out that Goodstein's 
paradigm is only suggestive and he has not actually undertaken investiga-
tion on the suggested lines. We are for the first time taking up this 
paradian to undertake an experimental investigation. 
(loodstein's paradigm confines i tse l f to the study of indecision 
and indecisiveness in vocational choice. In suggestin^f a programme of 
research on these lines (>oodstein breaks new ground. Aa investigator 
treiding the ptth of experimental research in a new field feels 
to be on ansore greandt not only beeanse one is not sure of the type 
of results that may emerge bat also because of the uncertainty of 
nanipulatind variables dhieh may present unforeseen difficulties 
of designing and control. Even i f these problems are resolved 
with satisfaction! the new eenstructs developed on the basis ot the 
findings of sudi experimental investigation remain unverified and 
therefore may lack respectability usually enjoyed by oft repeated 
experiments in other allied fields. 
In view of the considerations enwserated above it is felt that 
in ease the experimental investigation of vocational indecision and 
indeeislveness are related to relevant eonventional concepts* this 
may prove rewarding and the findings may be established as expeimentally 
verified and verifiable} without much hesitation. It is* therefore* 
planned to relate vocational indecision and indecisiveness with the 
dimension of conflict resolution. 
It may be pointed out that the critical consideration in 
differentiating indecision and indeeesiveness is* "the assessment of 
the role of Anxiety in the etiolooy of the problem*'. (Goodstein* 1965). 
Inability to make a vocational choice nay be linked with either one 
of the two quite different antecedent conditions. Indecision is 
related to limitation of experience in the vocational development 
of the individual* which has restricted his appertunities to acquire or 
learn the responses necessary to make a voeatioaal choice. As a result 
the Individual fails in accomplishing the vocational development task 
of choosing of an occupation and experiences Anxiety. This toxiety 
plays a rather minor role in the etiology of the problem. Priraarilyi i t 
is the result of the individual not availing himself of the resources 
available for resolving a problem (conflict resolution). Once the 
individual is exposed to the appropriate experience he only will not 
feel anxious but will also be able to make a vocational choice (Besolve 
conflict), 
In contrast indecisiveness is directly related to antecedent 
Anxiety. An individual who has sufficient opportunities In his 
previous vocational development to le»m the responses which would 
facilitate to resolve the problem of vocational choice successfully 
but because of interfering anxiety aroused by the necessity of 
making a decision} he has either not acquired the responses or* if 
he hasf he is unable to act appropriately. Thus* avoiding making a 
decision due to the fear of arousing anxiety* exhibits a general 
personality characteristic triilch is termed as Indecisiveness. Competing 
response tendencies (to make a decision or not to make a decision) 
evoked by a conflict situation block and interfere with the decision 
making in the case of those who score high on a manifest Anxiety 
Scale. Kamano and Galesburg (1963) and many others have established 
that those high on Taylor manifest anxiety scale take longer time 
to resolve a conflict and those low on the scale resolve conflict 
efficiently. 
In the final phase of this investigation we propose to 
study the relationship between indecision and conflict resolution 
timet and indecisitreness and conflict resolution tine, the assuaption 
being that those exhibiting high Anxiety shall ejdiibit indeeisiveness 
as also h i ^ conflict resolution time. Mhereas those showing 
vocational indecision may take comparatively shorter time to resolve 
conflict. 
Operational Definitions of Indecision and IndecisJveness 
From the conc^tual definitions of indecision and indecisive-
ness "E/C" or "S-Rf E/C" (Hay 1951 and Underwoodt 1957 respectively) 
can be formulated in order to define operationally this concept. This 
paradigm for this type of definition is the eomparlison of the effect 
upon behaviour of a Zero amount of treatment with that of some definite 
amount* "If there is a reliable differance in behaviour resulting from 
these two conditions* the procedures used to derive it define the 
phenomenon. The symbols* E/C* refer to Experimental and control 
conditions. The experimental condition is the one having a finite 
amount of a given stimulus condition* the control condition* Zero 
amount (llbderwood* 1957* p. £9* John '0' Crites - The study of 
vocational Bdiaviour and De««lepment). 
If under this design* the awber of choices in the experimental 
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group ffl signifioaatly greater upon retest than la the control grovpt 
and if within the experiaental group there are some cubjeets who 
make a choice upon retest and sone nAo are not able to make a choice 
even upon retestt it can definitely be said that the former exhibit 
vocational Indecision and latter indecisiveness (Pig. I). 
In case there are no significant differences in the choice 
behaviour of the experimental and control groupsf than the changes 
from no choice to choice between test and retest would have to be 
attributed to either the error variance in the choice inventory or 
some other factor than the effect of the experimental treatment. 
In defining the indecision and indecisiveaessf i t has been 
assumed that the reason some sid>Jects In the experim^tal group fail 
to make a vocational choicei despite treatment with the informational 
experlencet is that Anxiety produces counteracting eff«tts to nullify 
the informational treatment and therefore these subjects fail to 
make a choice, liere the question arises what • • mean from anxiety 
and what role i t plays in the vocational choice of an individual. 
At first s i^t f Anxiety and Fear seems to be the one and the 
same. There is certain amount of kinship between the two. They are 
emotional reactions to a danger) sometimes accompanied by physical 
sensation as treariDliag) perspiration and a violent heart beat. Fear 
is a reaction that is proportionate to the danger one has to faco 
whereas Anxiety is disproportionate reaction to a danger» or even a 
reaction to an laaginary dang«r. Nhen someone has to meet h!s boss 
for the first ti»e» we call his renetloii Anxiety. If some one has lost 
his way in a forest and it is raining heavilyt we call his reaction 
a fear. In the case of fear the danger is transparent and objective 
whereas in the case of Anxiety i t is hidden and subjective. 
A widespread interest among researchers in the efftvts of 
Anxiety on performance in various tests and learning sitaations suggests 
the potential fraitfulness of a study designed to assess the effects 
of this variable on vocational decision making. 
With the expansion of industry in the Indian society and 
acceleration of industrial development after indepeadencet the old 
Feadal system with its basis on the division of labour prescribed by 
the caste system has come to a crus^ling m6. It may be emphasised 
that this happened almost ovemi^t without any pr^aratlon to face 
the problems of adequate and scientific use of the tremendous human 
resources tbst we have. There is no doubt that a tintreriag with the 
problem of man-power planning has begun and we are having some talk 
about vocational education and bringing about some harmony in between 
the needs of a developing industrial economy and our man-power 
resources. 
Teehnicianst specialists and experts cannot be made to order 
in democratic society with any pretentions of the liberty of the 
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Individaal. Ne do not koov if ever a totalitarlany regineBtal and 
autocratfe aet vp can tnppljr Itt teehnoeratet to order. ThUt 
howeveri it atire that Tadfa being a eonstitntional deaoeraey with 
all the professed liberties guaranteed to the individnal) eannot and 
should not curb the freedom of the individual to prepare himself and 
follow the profession of kls ehoiee. 
No doubt that the broader and eolleotfve aspects of man-power 
planning are the legitimate dcmain of the economist and the planning 
expert. We have no pretentions to ioueh upon man-power planning as 
a collective and a social discipline. As students of psy<^ology we 
are to delimit the sphere of investigation to the choice b^aviour 
of the individual. As has already been pointed out a few survey 
type and some field studies of the decision making process have 
been undertaken in our country. But m eiq[>erlaental investigation 
is s t i l l a far cry in this field of psydiology. We have for the first 
timof on the basis of the paradiga proposed by Goodstein* have 
aadertakea aa experimental study of the decision making process. It 
may be pointed out that the experimental variable (Experience or 
information about the preferred occupation) of this study does provide 
an important elne to vaeiHation of our youth in the present day 
society. We fere painfully aware of the fact that to claim broader 
implications of the findings* of a tlQ^tly Improvised experimental 
ftudyt to say the least» is amiss. Yet we are not hesitant in 
emphasis<ag the importance of an experimental variable like that of 
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oarst particularly iriien it is being manipalated in the context of 
the saaple population eoaprlting the aaiversity jronth of to^dajr. 
Originating with the works of Laria (1932) and Lewin (1935)y 
the study of coaflietf its types and resolution have engaged the 
attention of the psychologists sttch as Miller and Marry (1952)} 
norland and Sears (19S8)f Hurry and Berkun (1955)f Andreas (19B8) and 
Arkoff (1957). 
Lnria) Lewin) Hoveland and Sears* Andreas and Arokoff mainly 
worked with hwaan std>Jeets. Almost all investigators engaged in 
experimental work on conflict and its typest have defined conflict 
after the work of Lewin (1935). Lewin himself defined conflict as 
"a situation in which oppositely directed) simultaneously acting 
forces of approximately equal strength work upon the individual." 
(1935). 
The present investigation is to study the effect of vocational 
choice situations upon decision making. Cleaflict in this study is 
therefore defined as the situation of choice in which two alternatives 
as 
are reacted to/approximately equal In preference. 
Alkost all investigators have come to the conclusion thet 
the avoidance - avoidance type of conflict takes a longer time to 
resolve than the Approach-Approach type of conflict. Further the 
interaction effect of different variables Is found to be highly signi-
ficaat in the case of Avoidance-Avoidance type of conflict as compared to 
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that of the interaetioB effeet of the Approach-Approach type of 
conflict. 
It has also been established that the tine taken to resolve 
a conflict is the fnaetion of antecedent Anxiety. 
Concluding it can be conmented that researdi concerning 
decision making has revealed a nnnt>er of shortconfngs. Host notable 
is the lack of e^qjerlmentation and heavy reliance on descriptions of 
career behaviour based on dbservations of convenient smples. Meaningful 
reserch has also been seriously hampered by a lack of valid instrufflents 
of neasureraent. Vhat is needed to bring about a balance is empirical 
and experimental studies. This study is an effort towards such a 
goal so that relationships between variables influencing the vocational 
decision making are validly established and research data is interpreted 
only in a parsimonious way without being subjected to the wide 
variety of Inteiprotations which is usually the case at the present. 
CHAPTER II 
A glance at the literature in vocational psydiology reveals 
that there is no systematic experlm«ital study in the field of occupational 
choice. The literature on vocational decision making and occupational 
choice is replete with descriptive studies having no experinental 
base. If vocational psychology is to mature as a field of scientific 
inquiry! i t must be based upon experinentnl as well as descriptive 
research and the two must be well interrelated. These descriptive 
studies have been conducted concerning the important variables in 
decision making In general and occupational choice in particular 
(Becker and Straussf 1986* Blaut Gastady Jossor and Pames» 1956* 
Edwards* 1954; Ginsberg* Axelrad and Henia* 1951} Hiltom 1962; 
Sinon* 1955; Strong^ 1943; Saper* 1953; Tledman» 1961* e tc . ) . 
Developmental aspects of vocational choice were for the 
first time investigated by Gln^erg and his associates In a cross-
sectional study en the basis of which they formulated their much 
criticised theory of vocational choice (1961). The concept of 
vocational choice as a develepmeetal process starts with the work of 
Carter (1940). He stated that formation of interest patterns in 
adolese«ice are solution to the problems of "growing up". According 
to Carter they help the individual to fit himself with his biological 
13 
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pttt«nit . TB Cin«r*s formalttlonf there ft • t r ia l and error 
process of derelopinft tnterett fr<Mi ehlldhood faRtefy to realtctle 
eholee of the yeath a»d adults. 
Ginil>erg goes a l i t t l e farther. He maiiitains that reeatfenal 
ehotee Has sosie elenent of eooproofse. Gfnxberg relates efK> faaettontng 
and development to the eholee process by IdestffylnQ some of the tasks 
which face the adolescent tn deciding upm a roeattont l»y speetfylnfi 
the pressaret which make the aeeonpltshment of these tasks difflcolt 
and deserlbtng the supports which are available to withstand the 
pressures. He comments that they draw open such e^ o faaetions as 
reality testtngt differentiation of the present from the fnture, 
Inhibition of behavlonr* and facility In adjustincf needs and reality 
through cofflpronlte. 
Super has been the most persistant crit ic of 6inrberg*s work. 
In a number of cross-sectional studies he Investigated the (teveltpmental 
stages of vocational choice put forward by Glntrt>erg. As a result of 
these studies he (Super) modified einiS>erg*s develepmMtal approach 
and on the basis of these findings started a pregramme ef longitudinal 
research. Seme of the findings ef his research have been published 
In the form ef Career Pattern Study Monograph f and TI»(1957» I960) In 
collaboratioB with Critesi Overstreet and others. Tt may also be 
mentioned that after Terman's "Gsaettc study ef Genius" (192S)t career 
pattern study praqrame of Super Is the erly such effort during a 
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period of more than a (quarter of • eentarjr. Linltations of timet 
finance and personnel are aerioas handicaps In the way of any programme 
of Loagltodinal research. Moreover) many an Investlgaton In view 
of the nonfeasibility of Longitudinal research has pointed out that 
eross-seettonal research may prove as rewarding as the Longitudinal 
one provided it is carefully diatigned and eautioasly yet vigorously 
carried out. 
Super places more emphasis than Ginzberg upon vocational choice 
as a process and has suggested that the teni 'development* be used 
nther than choice. He provides reason for i t because it includes 
the concept of preference) choice and entry. He introduced the 
concept of vocational maturity to denote the individual's degree of 
development from the time of his early fantasy to his decisions about 
retiranent from worit In old age (Super) 1955). As an individual 
matures vocationally) he passes through a series of l i fe stages) each 
of which helps him in the development of self-cene^t.. 
Tt seems that Ginsberg's theory is too vague to sug i^^ st teehMlques 
for counselors beyond a general notion that experiences should be 
collected for young people as they will help them in making decisions. 
But at the same time i t has served a useful purpose for vocational 
psychology In Its stimulation of interest In the development of 
theoretical foundations for the study of career development. 
Super's theory Is appreciable in one way that distinguishes it 
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from others because it has an application on vocational and personal 
concerns. As a vocational decision requires a person to explicitly 
state his conception of himself) people with accurate information 
about themselves and the world are most likely to make sound vocational 
decision. Super's theory is well ordered) h i ^ l y systematic representa-
tion of the process of vocational maturation. Most of the research 
reported on Super's theory generally supports his model. 
After Ginsberg and Super* Tiederaan and D'Hara* (1963) have tried 
to clarify and specify that .^ t^ hie series of decisions which an individual 
makes in the course of his career. In addition to Tiedman's theory 
there have been other formulations and speculations about how vocational 
choices are made over a period of time. They have made some contributions 
just as Dysinger (1950) towards the occupational choice as a process. 
Dysinger stated that negative decisions play an extremely important part 
in the individual's progress towards the choice of an occupation. There 
are very many theories of decision making which have been formulated in 
economics and other related areas (Cdwardt 1954). These theories have 
come to be accepted very recently in vocational psychology. Their 
application to various kinds of problems in information processing* games 
and statistical decisions and particularly vocational choice is meaning-
ful and useful* has been increasingly recognised (Edwards* 1961* Girshick* 
1954; Simon* 1955). 
V A model of decision making proposed by Gellat (1962) has 
implications for conceptualising vocational choice within a decision 
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theory fnme work and hat served as a petnt of reference for other 
analyses. He neations two eharaeteristlcs which he states all 
decisions possess. 
(1) There is an individual vAo is required to make a decision. 
(2) There are two or more courses of action from which he must 
select one on the basis of in format ton he hat abont them. 
A more complex conceptualisation of the decision making process 
which is a general theory of choice behaviour has been outlined by 
Hilton (1962). 
According to Hilton) "The decision making process is initiated 
by some input . . . Ift when from the environment dissonance is testedt 
the inpat has raised dissonance al>ove the tolerable level." Festinger 
differed from Hilton about the concept of dissonance. Hilton "perceives 
efforts to redaee dissonance as preceding and facilitating decision 
making "(Hi lton> 1962v p.296). Testtngerbas come out with the assertion 
that i t always follows choice. James has pointed out that* it is 
post choice behaviour and has suggested that the concept of conflict 
be substituted for dissonance. ) 
1 In a very simple tone and font the central idea of Holland's 
theory is the old notion that "birds of a feather flock together". 
His theory of voettional selection is a bridge between the popular and 
new streams of thought in vocational psychology. The popular thoa^t 
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that Holland employs In his theory is an elaboration of the hypothesis 
that career choices represent an extent ion of personality. The 
novel feature that he talks of is the notion that people project 
their views of themselves and that of the world of work. Hollandfs 
theory of vocational choice is indeed impressive but i t has certain 
short-comings and drawbacks. 
1. His findings which have cone from high aptitude subjects cannot 
be generalised to other pApalatioa. 
2. They did not fit the stereotyped orientations. 
Holland (1962) cautioned for these shortcomings in this way* 
"The reader is reminded that many of these attributes belong to several 
types of differ only s l i ^ t l y from type to type". 
One thing which is more needed in vocational psychology is 
the use of experimental desi^s which avoid the effects of biases in 
sampling resulting from the study only of people coming to eoanseling 
centers for helps and which would also facilitate replication and 
allow the introduction of treatment procedures In sequence much as 
Crites (1964« p.305) has suggestedi finally> lend to a more explicit 
description of input variablest experimental conditions* and expected 
and observed outcomes. John 'Oi Crites has advocated the case of 
experimental research in his new book 'Vocational Psychology'(1969). 
Crites has quoted Goodstein (1966) who has suggested an experimental 
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paradigii of research In the field of vocational choice. It was only 
a suggestive llae. So the present study has been executed on those 
lines with precise care and caution. Despite the unquestioned 
importance of indecision as a concept and behavioural phenoiiienon» it 
has not been systenatlcally explored by those who have written about 
i t . There are a few theoretical statements and hypotheses which are 
thought provoking. These can serve as basis for further analysis of 
the nature of indecision and for its empirical investigation. Empirical 
support for these propositions about vocational indecision is aon> 
existent. There are only two studies available those are by Gessel 
et al . (1956) and Maefcaye (1927). 
Indecision in vocational choice refers to the inability of the 
individual to make some eonmitment to enter certain occupation. The 
problem Is not that the individual is unable to make a choice but 
rather that he makes too many choices and cannot decide on one as 
his goal. His difficulty is that he cannot ohoose from among his 
choices. The opposite of it the undecided individual is that he cannot 
make any choice from anong the alternatives tdiieh have been placed 
before him. He is provided incentive to make a choice and freedom to 
choose but even then be,cannot complete the choice act. There is the 
problem of an aHd>ivftleat Individual. He is attracted to his occupation 
but at the same time he is repelled by i t . All these involve 
indecision but for different reasons. No empirical study of indecision 
has been made so far. Several theorists have noted the tendency for 
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ind«etsion in troeattonal choice to decrease as ttie age increases. 
More aged individuals seem to have made a vocational choice as 
compared with younger individuals. Carter (1944) stated inability 
to make « choice is not a matter of chance. Voeatfonal choice fs 
integrated with other aspects of development! rather than being an 
independmt phenomenon. 
Tyler (1961) has observed that the difficulty which some 
individual experience when they are confronted with the necessity of 
making a vocational choice or making subordinate decisions which 
will lead to a goal often stems from their vocational immaturity. She 
farther comments thatt "Choices come in sequences* and a person may 
find i t Impossible to make a later one i f he has not settled the 
earlier ones". As Havighurst (1953) has pointed outt success with 
earlier developmental tasks Is related to success with later ones. 
Dysinger (1950) has emphasized that "There are periods of indecision 
and even indifference* which run through the whole developmental process, 
Long periods of time may intervene between steps toward vocational 
maturity". 
The results of Ciesellt et al . i (1956) and Haekaye's (1927) 
studies throw seme H ^ t upon the decision making process. According 
to these studies there is some trend toward greater decisiveness as 
the individual grows older* but It is not a continuous one* as has been 
generally assumed. Here data is required before we can rely on the 
results of these investigations. Further research may answer these 
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questions. What is the actual inefdenee of Individuals n^ o ar« 
uadeeided at different age levels. What factors are related to the 
trends which occur in indecision} e.g.} the Impact of reality. And 
what are the characteristics of individuals who deviate from these trends. 
It is s t i l l not known why some Individuals have reached a 
decision about their occupation and others have not at a givoi age 
level. As Carter (1944) makes clear* "Ike tendency to have a vocational 
preference is associated with aget but of course not nerely as a 
product of maturation and not entirely as a result of efforts in 
delibrate teaching." In other wordst how can we account for the fact 
that there are individual differences In indecision which are not a 
function of age? Tyler (1961) proposed that there are at least 
four factors which may produce a state of vocational indecision. 
1. Influences emanating from family and friends :- Tyler cites 
as an example of a boy whose mother wants him to be a minister but 
who has becrae weakened In his fkith. He does not want to disappoint 
hismother* but he also does not waat to enter the miaistry. As a result 
he remains undecided. 
2. Aspects of the occupational role one play* :» An occttpation 
may have both desirable and underlrable features} such as amy Chaplain 
which combines authoritarianand altruistic role expectations (Burchard} 
1954). An individual considering such an occupation may be in a quandary 
because he is both attracted to i t and repelled by i t . 
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3. Equipoteatlality :- An individual may b« fitted for several 
different occupations and find it difficult to choose fron anong then. 
Tyler (19S8) hes identified the problems involved in this ease as 
one of the Individual's inability or unwillingness to make negative 
decisions. 
4. Uaii tat Ions iaiposed by eireumstanees :- Soaetimes indecision 
will arise because reality prevents the implementation of a plan and 
no other alternative course of action can be formulated. 
Unless we assume that Tyler includes lack of information about 
the world of work under the fourth factor^ we shall have to add fifth 
aspect in the form that lack of information about the world of work 
in general or speeifienlly about the chosen occupation hinders the 
individual in making a decision. The problem ist further complicated 
by the fact that observed indecision might be a general personality 
characteristic of the individual which hinders hin generally In arriving 
at decision making him Vacillate in all speheres of l i fe • in other 
words it nay be due to the "indeeisiveness" eharaeterlstic of the 
Individual and associated with the degree of anxiety he experiences in 
all situations which require him to take a decision in any area of his 
aetlvity. 
Tt isi therefore) imperative to differaitlate indecision and 
indeeislvenessf clearly and unanbigueusly. Vocational indecision has 
been defined as the Individual's inability to express his choice of 
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an oecttpation.vheB he Is asked to do so. This type of state of 
fnaettoiii or no response* can be further analysed* however* In terms 
of how long it takes a person to make a choice and what does the 
making of a choice mean to him. Dyslnger (19So) makes the followinq 
distinctions between irtiat he sees as two types of indecision: 
*'Tn the first^the youth is postponing the Issue or Is consider-
ing the attraction of several fields. This Is a wholesome experience* 
particularly lAen i t stimulates the youth to explore the vocational 
world more thoroughly. The second t^ rpe of indecision represents the 
avoidance of the pain of decision". 
Tyler (19M) has elaborated upon this latter kind of indecision* 
saying that it* "represents a general indeeisiveness growing out of 
personal problems rather than doubts related to specific issue of 
choosing an occupation." She is pointing here out those individuals 
who seem to have difficulty in making all sorts of l i fe decisions* 
whether they are of great or l i t t l e significance. Ferer (1953) says* 
"The individual who cannot make a vocational decision or has no 
preferences is likely to be an emotionally maladjusted person". One 
approach which might be taken to define indecisive individual is that 
he is the one Who cannot make a vocational choice even after al l the 
conditions for doing so* such as choice supply* inemtive to make a 
choice* and the freedom to choose* are provided. To make a elearcut 
differenee between indecision and indeeisiveness an experimental empirical 
study is needed. 
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Goodsteln's psradlgn suggested by Crites was the best and 
appropriate answer to this problem. Thereforei the investigator has 
eendaeted an experinental stody on this suggested paradlga. 
There is only one descriptive study and one theoretical 
statement which attenpt to relate anxiety or emotionality variable 
to occupational choices. In the descriptive studyt Kates (1950) inves-
tigated the vocational interests* Rorschach responses* and job satisfac-
tion of a group of 100 men employed in routine clerical work by the 
Federal Government. He found that routine clerks who showed interests 
similar to those of successful office workers were more likely than 
others to reveal what Rorschach examiners would call severe personality 
disturbances!including impulsive emotional reactions to stimalii an 
Inadeguste degree of emotional adjustment to reality and a general 
emotional immaturity. 
Levin (1949) in a speculative paper* has suggested that in a 
relatively mobile class society in which vocations have class-conferrlrig 
potency there will be many indfviduals for whom ego involvement with 
respect to occupational achievement is high. For such indivldualsf the 
problem connected with malataining class status or of eIlBrt>lng hif^ 
may lead to "Status Anxiety". Furthermore Levin believes that the 
recognition of status anxiety as possible determinant of occupational 
choice may clarify in part some of the difficulties encountered by 
clients iriio seek vocational counseling. 
There are nwiereus experimental Investl gat ions* however* of the 
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effects of anxiety on perforaance in problem solving and leaznlng 
tasks. The results of this sort of studies have usually been inter-
preted as supporting the role of anxiety for other studies. Nhlle 
i t is possible that anxiety is related to general uncertainty,as 
some personality theorists suggest^ i t seems even more likely that 
individuals who experience specific difficulty in making important 
decisions may demonstrate more manifest anxiety than an unseleeted 
group of persons. Tyler (1961) writes of the indeeislve individual 
who eharaeteristlcslly needs the support of others in making definite 
decisions about the future. Thus* i t is eoneelvablef for examplet that 
individuals who are at an age where It is appropriate to make an 
occupational choice butcannot do sot may e^q^erience greater anxiety 
than individuals id>le to make such a choice. 
A large amount of research has been done in the field of conflict, 
The study of conflict has proved to be a source of interest to psycho-
logists working both with normal and abnormal subjects. The tern 
conflict bas been used as almost any situation prior to goal achievement. 
Any learning situation could be regarded as a frustrating situation 
until the required response has been mastered to the point at which 
further errors do not occur. 
Investigations Into the behaviour of organism in conflict 
are as old as experimental psychology. Since an individual may be 
regarded as being in a state of conflict wherever alternative modes 
of reaction are simultaneously open to hl«» practically any 
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experfnental titaatlon other than the nost staple nay be regarded M 
involving conflict. The present study investigates the effect of 
vocational choice situations upon decision naklng. Conflict In this 
study is therefore* defined as the situation of choice in which two 
alternatives are reacted to as approximately equal in preference. 
It nay be deemed that i^ria's work on conflict is the pioneer 
work. Its importance cannot be overestimated. He discovered a novel 
technique for measuring the motor disturbances accompanying conflict. 
He extended Jung's original method of word-association as an indicator 
of conflict. To crown his work with importance is the second factor 
that he worked entirely on human subjects. He devised many novel and 
important experimental situations. 
Luria making his theory clear sayst "The disorganisation of 
behaviour arises only in the ease where some fairly strong system of 
activity is subjected to Inhibition**. He distinguishes three major 
kinds of conflict : 
1. That which arises when the excitation Is prevented at the last 
moment from issuing into action (as in conflicts of the setting); 
2. That which arises when the subject Is unprepared for reacting 
(as in conflict of defection)» and 
3. That which arises when the suppressed activity is diverted into 
central processes. 
Luria distinguished between conflicts of the setting, and 
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conflicts of defection. In the former easet the main experinont 
involved the tadden iatroduetion of a forefipi word into a word* 
association series (with instrvetfons to give a foreign word as a 
response). In the latter ease* the subject was required to prodaee 
a *past' association to a 'whole* stinulas. After a niind>er of such 
stiaallf an impossible word was introduced) thns: 
1. House (e .g .* room) 
2. Forest (e.g.t tree) 
3 . Moon ? 
In a l l the situations deserlbedt conflict was induced in the subject. 
Luria considered that the disturbance of the motor system was not 
invariably present in affective disturbance. He emphasised the organismie 
view point that the organisation of behaviour mast be viewed as a 
function of interacting resulting system. The disturbance of any 
single regulating system changing the balance of forces of the total 
organism. 
Luria rejected that emotional disturbance could be measured by 
means of physiological changes. Be argued that the central changes 
involved in conflict situations can be measured bnly by the assessment 
of behavioural changes occurring. The most important eoneept formulated 
by Luria is that of the 'functional barrier*. I t may be (functional 
barrier) equated with the general growth of cortical regulatory processes. 
Under extreme stresst this barrier breaks down and the excitation 
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resulting from the ttiaalas passes directly into the motor system. 
For the first time Lmin defined conflict in 'Psychological* 
terns as *the opposition of approximately equally strong field forces* 
(1935| p.88) or more fully» as *a situation in which oppositely direetedt 
as 
simultaneously acting forces of/approximately equal strength work upon 
the indivldnal'. 
Lewin has defined three eases in which a conflict could be 
said to exist. 
1. The penoa stands between two positive •alences and is required 
to choose between them, this type of conflict is known as 'Approach. 
Approach' type of conflict. 
2. The person is faced with an object which has both positive and 
negative valence and is required to choose between them. The person 
is both attracted and repelled by object at the same time. This type 
of conflict is known as 'Approach>Avoidance' type of conflict. 
3. The person stands between negative valencest and is required to 
choose between them. For example a child might be required to carry oat 
a task under threat of punishment. Hits type of conflict is known as 
'Avoidance-Avoidance' type of conflict. 
It will be in the fitness of things to call Miller's theory of 
conflict as co-theory of Lewin's theory. It has very much resemblance to 
that of Lewin's theory. There are two possible ways of accounting for 
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the existence of an eppreaeh gndient. One of these Mhieh appears to 
be favoured by Millert treats It as sinply a different kind of stimulus 
generalisation froa that involved In the gradient of stimnlas generaliza-
tion of approach. Brown states "the heights of the approach and 
avoidance gradients vary directly with strength of drive and intensity 
of the anxious stimulus* respectively". (Brown 1948f p*450). H is . 
that there Is cogent evidence for the assmptlon that increased drive 
raises the entire gradient of approach or avoidance* lAereas decreased 
drive lowers It. tt is a enplrieal fact that approach and avoidance 
gradients Intersect, theoretical analysis of Brown (1942b) is Important 
In this connection. He argues that at and near the point of inter-* 
section the strength of approach and avoidance tendencies will be 
approximately equal. Consequently* i f two stimuli intermediate between 
the positive (approach) and negative (avoidance) stimuli are presented* 
a state of conflict will ensure in the animal. In this way Brown is 
able to derive the various kinds of conflicts already postulated by 
Lewis, Thus an Approach.Approach conflict will occur when the Identical 
stimuli are both positive. A double Approadi-Avoldance conflict will 
occur when the identical stimuli are midway betwera the positive and 
negative stimuli. In this situation* discrimination will break down. 
An Avoidance-Avoidance conflict will occur when the identical stimuli 
are both negative. 
The reported research on conflict studies depict that the 
gradient of Avoidance Is steeper than that of Approach. According to 
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Miller and larray (1952) the tttteper gradient of •voida«ee*!i» prodneed 
by • difference in the source of the drite motivating the behaviour. 
In all the experinents the approach has been notivated by the primary 
drive of hanger while avoidance was motivated by the learned drive of 
fear. With the drive remaining more eonstantt the gradient et approach 
should be less steep than that of svoidance**(1952* p*227). 
The results of Miller's studies do not* of course* in any way 
invalidate Miller's distinction between approach and avoidance 
generalisation gradients but they widen the scope for new exploration 
and investigations. The most important part of Miller's theory is 
the relationship between conflict and displacement. Miller' (194Bb) 
specially explained displacement in terms of the differential steepness 
of the gradients of generalisation of approach and avoidance. ThuS} the 
inhibition of an aggressive response wiUt generalize to displaced 
responses and tend to prevent their occurrence. The aggressive 
response i tself will also generalize. Now since the avoidance gradient 
is steeper than the appraaeh gradientt the approach response of 
aggression will be more readily elicited by stimuli remote from the 
original aggression-provoking stimulus than by itimull close to i t . 
Murray and Beitua (1955) have an outstanding work on their 
disposal in this field. They used the three dimensional model. It 
represented lavolving strength of behavioural tendency) similarity 
between original and displaced goalt and aearaess to original and 
displaced goal. The experimental results obtained by Murray and Berkun 
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stated that dlsplaeenent is a resolution of eonflfet. Secondly the 
bdiavtour of the anlnals is goverened by intersecting approach and 
avoidance surfaces. Ihirdlyt the avoidance gradients are lowered 
because of the extinction of fear. Goal responding in displaced 
situations will have therapeutic effect on the original conflict. 
The two studies which challenged the general theory of Hurray 
and Berkun are required here to be aeationed. Smith (19€o) found 
the gradient of approadi in nere detail than was the case in Brown's 
(194R) study. Smith measured the strength of pull in an approseh 
situation at five distances from the starting point. Re used two 
kinds of rats (albino and hooded) and tested each animal at each 
distance! the order of testing being randomly varied and spaced at 
five minute intervals. Be found that idille he was able to replicate 
Brown's approad) gradient with albino ratsi hooded rats showed an opposite 
type of gradient. His results also suggested that the gradients are 
non-linear. In the second study (Trapoldf Hi Her and Cooast 1960)i an 
Approach.Avoidance conflict was set up in the usual runway situation. 
According to Killer's theory that if the animals are now placed in the 
Avoidance dominant soneof the runaway (that i»t between the goal and 
the point of maximtRs conflict «Aere the gradients cross) they should 
retreat away fron the goal up to or slightly beyond the point of 
maximum conflict) and them stop. Host of the animals In these 
circumstances moved towards* not away from) the goal. 
Haher (1961) presented an acute critical analysis of Killer's 
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theory of Approaeh>Avoidane« conflict. He has saggested that the 
enpfrleal evidence for some of Miller's baste postulates is altogether 
unconvincing and that quite a number of possibilities exist* particularly 
with respect to the relationship between gradients and Approach and 
Avoidance. As Haher points outt "If changes in the strength of drive 
can change the slope of a gradient (as well as i ts height) then 
appropriate manipulation of the drive variables could produce Approach 
and Avoidance gradients urtiich are parallel - or even steeper for 
Approach than for Avoidance. Naher concludes that there would appear 
to be NO universal slopes for gradients of Approaeh>Avoidance. The 
gradients which are eo^irieally found* at least* appear to be dependent 
upon many factors* such as changes In motivating variables* availability 
of sensory ones (Smith* I960). 
The credit of introducing experimental conflict situations in 
humnns goes to Revlaad and Sears. Dsing the simple situation* they 
examined four types of conflict and their mode of resolution. They 
found that compromise and blocking responses were more common in the 
Avoidance-Avoidance than la Apprsach-Approach situation. The Approach-
Avoidance situation en the ether hand mainly results in double responses. 
Rovland and Sears were able to show further that familiarity with the 
situation did not alter the tendency to make particular types of 
responses. 
Andreas (1958) in a rtfind experiment criticised Hovel and and 
Sear*s study on the grounds that the blocking of the subjees might 
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• Ifliply be the result of confusion eaoted by the stfdden Introduetfon 
of the conflict situation and the ambiguity of verbal iRstmetions to 
respond. Andreas found that conflict was greater la groups tested 
under high HOtirationt and that conflict was greater as level of 
training increased prior to the conflict tr ia l . 
Aricoff (1957)t howeverf has given his study in a very 
interesting nanner. He created conflicts by systematically pairing 
with one another seven personal eharaeteristies: Adjustment! Attractive-
ness) Healtht Intelligence* Popularityt Talent and Wealth. By using 
all possible palringsi 21 Approach-Approach and 21 Avoidance-Avoidance 
conflicts were created. An Approach>Approaeb conflict was created by 
requiring the subject to choose between the following alternatives: 
Wilch would you rather be? 
More attractive than More Intelligent than 
you are now. you are now. 
An Avoidance-Avoidance conflict was created by substituting 
the word *Yes* for 'more*. Conflict was aieasared by the time taken to 
choose. Arkeff found that the mean resolution time was significantly 
greater for Avoidance-Avoidance conflicts than for Approach-Approach 
conflicts. 
Approaeh-Approach conflicts were more easy to resolve than 
Avoidanee-Aveldance type of conflicts. The result of this study are 
in agreement with I.ewin*8 deduction that Approach-Approach type of 
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conflict took leis tine to resolve than Avoidance type of conflict*. 
Male and Female did not appear to differ in the conflict behaviour. 
Hull's theory is somemhat similar to Miller's treatment of 
conflict. A word by way of review may also be ottered about his 
additional contribution. His is an extensive treatment. He pointed 
out the generalisation qradientSf of whieh Miller makes mach uset are 
not really linear gradients bttt only appear to be so because of the 
restriction of free movement. Secondly* Hull has distlnfruished clearly 
between conflict situations involving homogeneous and those involving 
heterogeneous objects. It can be deemed that Hull's theory is altogether 
more eompr^ensive than that of Miller and if the model is extended 
for a detailed study it may prove more valuable. 
In the presoit investigation of ours we have to study the effect 
of vocational choice situations upon decision making. Conflict in this 
study is therefore defined as the situation of choice in which two 
alternatives are reacted to as approximately equal in preference* 
negatively or positively} or one being negative and the other positivet 
so that all the three types are produced. The detailed description of 
creating conflict types follow in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER IZI 
This stady has be«a undertaken to investigate the effeet of 
• artables* vocational maturltyt nenifest-anxiety and the experin(»tal 
treatraentt namely Information regarding the world of worky on vocational 
choice and to verify the incidence of indecision and indecisiveness 
In the 'No Oioice* group which has been formulated on the basis of the 
first adttiaistratfon of Trow's Vocational Choice Inventory (V.C.T.) 
to s«nple population. 
With the help of experimental design the relationship of 
manifest anxiety and vocational choice to indecision and indeclslveness 
was studied. This experimental design has the added advantage of 
sifting out the main effeet of experfmcmtal variable and the interaction 
effeet of the experim^tal variable along with the other two independent 
variables. After the second adnlaistratlon of V.C.I, each group was 
divided into two sub-groups of those who made a choice and those who 
even after this second administration of the V.C.I, failed to make a 
choice. The entire group (iaeluding all the e i ^ t groups) was 
administered the M.A.S.and V.D.Q. (Post-test). Further when the 
indecision and indecisive subjects were clearly identified they were 
treated with the conflict resolution experiment. The two groups* namely 
the indecision and the ladeeislvef were tested for significant differences 
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in the time taken to resolve the eonfllet by applying the 'Kmskal-
Wallis (One way analysis of variance) test. With this treatment the 
incidence of anxiety and its role la indecisiveness was tested and 
verified and its relation to conflict resolution was studied. 
Sample of the Study 
The sample population of this study consists of 100 under-
graduate students of the Aligarh Muslim Onlversityi Aligarh. The 
Vocational Choice Inventory was acbninistered to the II* IV and VI 
Semester) B.A.y B.Se. and B.Cem. students of the Oniversity. The total 
population of these classes consisted of SOO students. The following 
break up shows the number of students ia each class: 
Classes 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.A. 
B.Sc. 
B.Sc. 
B.Sc. 
B.Coa. 
B.CoM. 
B.Con. 
TOTAL 
Semester 
II 
IV 
VI 
II 
IV 
VI 
II 
IV 
VI 
Students 
40 
43 
50 
Bd 
102 
70 
38 
42 
47 
soo 
Choice 
29 
33 
36 
64 
80 
30 
18 
22 
22 
319 
No Choice 
11 
10 
14 
24 
22 
40 
20 
20 
20 
IBl 
Out of the total ntmber of 500 students» 181 failed to give a 
choice or gave a choice of a profession about which they were uncertain 
to enter. One hundred students who form the sample of this study were 
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selected according to the randon sanpltng technique} out of IBl 
students who did not gire any vocational dioice or were uncertain 
about their choice. The age range of the sample population was 17 
to 21 years. 
Ilie Aligarb Muslin UnlTersity) Alignrhf as Central Institution 
of learning attracts students fron the whole country and mayy thereforey 
be assumed to be a representative institution. Moreoveri by the time 
the undergraduates reach the TI, IV or VI Semester they should become 
fairly aware of entering an occupation and should at least take a 
more or less t«itatlve yet fairly certain decision regarding the choice 
of their occupation. By the time our subjects enter on an undergraduate 
course of study* they are assumed to have fairly good information 
about the occupation of their choice. Any sampling technique can at 
least take into consideration the relevant factors having important 
bearings on the piece of investigation for which it is being employed 
or made use of. 
Whatever be the smpllng technique and however meticuleusly 
i t may have been carried out in a piece of research} one often is 
doubtful regarding sampling methodology in the field of social sciences 
as will be borne out by the followinq observation of Good and Scates. 
" . . . Some specialists with considerable statistical sophisti-
cation In educational psychology* and other social fields do not 
completely accept the purely statistical point of view in trusting a 
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randon SMplet so do aathematieal statlatfclan*) who simply say 
the probability is sach and such that the results will vary only a 
certain amount. It must be remembered thnt this statemmt contains 
the word probability... Even by the most perfect of sanpliao 
proeedurest the research worker cannot be certain that he actually 
has any better representative sample than when he takes an intact 
grottp(soch as a particular class of pop!Is in a given school)» with 
all of its unknown selective factors* that is* the amount of selection 
which enters into a given sample by the best of procedures is s t i l l 
unknown... While the use of approved procedures in swipHng may give 
the investigator a feeling of confidence in a single samplei this is 
purely a psychological matter rather than an actuality.** (pp. 602-603). 
Measuring Instruments and Testing Procedure 
In order to arrive at valid and reliable resultsi it is 
important to deteimine a proper way of approach to the problem. A 
question of way of approach leads upto a consideration of methodolo-
gical problem and a determination of the instruments of investigation. 
Manifest Anxletv 
The measure of manifest anxiety used in the present study was 
Sinha's H.A.S.(Manifest Anxiety Scale) which is given in Appendix *B't 
the M.A.S. was individually administered to the sample population at the 
beginning of the 1971 academic year. 
Siatn'i tiawifett Anxiety Seal* 
Slaha's Manifest Anxiety Seale eenslsts of 100 Ittns given In 
the form of questions. The subject Is required to answer eaeh Item 
on the seale In 'Yes* or *No*. Some of the questions are qiven In 
the positive form mliUe the others are in the negative form. For 
eaeh 'Yes* or 'No' answer depending on the negative or the positive 
formi one mark is awarded to the subject. Tbnsi the maximum a subject 
can score is 100 marks. The higher the marks obtained by the subject 
on this sealei the higher the level ot Anxiety of the subject. Low 
score Indicates tow Anxiety. 
Sinha has suggested that those using the scale should work out 
their own norm. We have worked out our own cutting points for determining 
the lowt high and borderline anxiety subjects by the Quart!)e method. 
The details of the etticnlatlon are given In Appendix ' C . Those 
scoring 2B or less on this seale are in low anxiety groupi scoring 
between 29 and 54 are the borderline cases and those scoring ?5 or 
more are in the hi^i anxiety group. 
Vocational Qioice Inventory (V.C.I.) 
A vocational dioice response was obtained from each subject 
by administering the V.C.I, at the beginning of the experimental 
session. The V.C.I, is given In Appendix *0*. The V.C.I, utilizes 
Trow*s (1941) open ended questions for eliciting "probable occupation". 
As Crites (1962y Ch. 7t p.SO) lias notedt "Trow's questions have 
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acceptable reliability and consiirierable validity for the measMremeat 
of a choice.** 
Vocatiowal Developnent Queatiownalre (V.D.Q.) 
In order to test the vocational maturity of the tubjectSf a 
modified vera ion of vocational development inventory was used. It «as 
named as Vocational Development Questionnaire which is (jiven in 
Appendix 'E* consists of 11 items. Validation of this vocational 
developmimt questionnaire was not only confined to the study of the 
literature in the field but several version of the formulation of 
questions were discussed with the five teachers of the Department of 
Psychologyi Aligsrh Muslim University* Aligarhf who worked as Judges 
for this purpose. Tn order to determine the reliability of this 
questionnaire the results of a fresh sample were taken into considera-
tion. The reliability of the VDQ i8.fl2».9» which was deterined by 
the split>half/test-retest method) the details of n^ieh are given in 
Appendix 'F' . 
Cutting points for grotipinri the subjects as Immature) Border. 
line and Mature were worked out by using the Quartile method. Sid>Ject 
scoring 4 or below was considered as a immature sidijectt scoring 
between 5 and 6 were considered as borderline easesf 7 and above 
of 
score was taken as indicative/mature.subjects. Thest cutting points 
are given in Appendix *6*. 
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Informational Treatment (Experlntental Variable) 
Experimental {jronp I and Eicperimental group TT were treated 
with the experimental variable in order to see the effect of this 
variable and decide which of the subjects eidiibit indecision and which 
subjects eidiibit indeeisiveness. the eiqoerimental rariable consists 
of informational material recjarding Job possibilities and Information 
about occupations which are possibly available in our country for those 
graduating in Artsi Science or Commerce. The material Is not eidiaustivet 
but covers a wide range of Jobs available. "Hie assumption* in 
providing this materlalf to the experimental group subjects was that 
they lack information regarding the world of work in this country and 
are* therefore* handicapped in making a choice. 
the informational material was Imparted to them in the form 
of a lecture and typed sheets ti)out this information were supplied to 
the subjects) so that they may read It carefully. Nhlle administering 
the second administration of V.C.I.t the investigator made it sure 
thnt the subjects have gone through the typed materisl and are in a 
better position about their knowledge of the available occupational 
Opportunities in line with their educational background (Chapter ly 
p.7t Pig. 1). "Hie Information material sheet is given in Appendix 'H'. 
Conflict Resolution Experiment 
Conflict Resolution was studied by a pile of cards. A l i s t of 
11 occupations in a paired comparison form was selected and presented 
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to the 8«tbj«ets. The two occupations were printed on • eerd and the 
subject had to dioose one out of these two oeeupiitlons. The time betwe«i 
the presentation of a card and the choosing of an occupation was noted 
by a stopwatdi. No occupation appeared in successive pairs. 
The presentation of pairs of occupations) asking the subjects to 
choose one of the other alternatives made possible the identification of 
preferred and non-preferred occupations for each subject separately in 
tetns of a frequency of a subject's dioice response for a given occupation. 
In order to determine the strong choice the percentage of choice of an 
occupation was worked out in a paired comparison. (Hoodworth's 'Experi-
mental P8ycho]e{gr'fpp.206 and 2S2» for *Z* score table was consulted). 
The b l u e s t percentage was taken as the strong choice. The lowest percentage 
was taken as the weak response. On the basis of these findings the three 
categories of conflict were Induced. Strong choice versus strong choice 
was taken as an Approaeh-Approadi type of conf l ict . Strong-weak was 
considered as Approach-Avoidance type of conf l ic t . Meak-weak choice 
response was placed as an Avoidance-Avoidance type of eonfl iet . These 
three types of conflict categories were treated with the Kruskal Wallls 
(One Way analysis of variance) test for significant differences. 
A l i s t of ocoapationst instructions about the occupational task and 
a l i s t of paired occupations is givni In Appendix *X*. 
PROCEDDBE 
The sample population was administered the foeational Choice 
Inventory (V.C.I.). Oa the basis of the results of V.C.I, the choice and 
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No Clieice groups were leparoted. Hie No (%oice group was rindomly divided 
Into two groups. Egch group was further divided Into two control and two 
ejqserlnental groups giving control group I* Ciqserlisental Group h and 
Control Group II| Experimental Group II. The Control Group IT and Experi. 
mental Group II were administered Slnha's Manifest Anxiety Scale (M.A.S.) 
and modified version of Crites's Vocational Oevelopment Inventory called 
Vocational Development Questionnaire (V.D.Q.) 
These four gronpsf each consisting of twenty-five subjects served 
as the design of this study. No Instrument employed In this study* was 
given to control group I up to the last phase of this study. Control 
group I was administered the V.C.I, at the end of all phases of the 
experiment along with other three groups. Control groopll and Experimental 
group II were administered the M.A.S. and V.D.Q, n»ereas experimental 
group IT was exposed to the Informational treatment (B.V.) along with 
Experimental group I* But M.A.S. and V.D.Q. was not administered to the 
Experimental group I . After all this treatment of various groups* all the 
four groups were administered the V.C.I, (second a^lnlstration). 
After the second administration of V.C.I, each group provided 
subjects who made the choice of a vocation and subjects who failed to 
make a choice. Thfti treatmeat gave us eight sub-groups namely control 
No Choice I (CNC )» Control Qioice group I (CC )* Experimental No Choice 
group I (ENC )* Experimental Choice Group I (EC )* Experimental No Choice 
group II (ENC^ )» Experimental Choice group 2 (EC^i control (Siolce grei^ ) 2 
2 2 
(CC >> ind Control No Choice 2 (CNC ) . The entire group then (including 
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all the eiflht groups) was adninlstered the M.A.S. and V.D.Q. 
(post-test). 
On the basis of the experimental treatment and the results 
of the H.A.S. and V.D.Q. the different groups were treated with the 
Kruskal Wall is (one way analysis of variance) test in order to find 
out the main and interaction effects of Manifest Anxiety Scale and 
V.O.Q. so that the ineidonee of antecedent anxtety and the role of 
vocational maturity could be differentiated and Indecision and 
indecisive subjects clearly identified. 
Now the indecision and indecisive subjects were treated with 
the conflict resolution experiment. On the basis of the time taken 
to resolve a conflict on this experiment two groups namely the 
indecision and indecisive subjects were treated with the Kruskal 
Wallis (one way analysis of variance) test for significant differences 
in the time taken to resolve a conflict. 
DESIGN 
The complete design of the study is given in the form of 
Fig. 3 . 
The following hypotheses* described in the null form were 
set up for the purpose of this study. 
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HvDOthMet of tha First Phaia of the Study (1^) 
The analysis of these hypotheses Is given in Appendix *A*. 
Ho. 1 Hiere are no significant differences in the choice behavionr 
of Low and High Anxiety subjects as a result of proylding oeeupational 
information (E.V.). 
Ho. 2 There are no si^lifleant differences between the dtoice behaviour 
of the subjects as a result of providing occupational information (B.V.). 
Ho. 3 There are no significant differences in the choice behaviour 
of the subjects having the information effect of experimental variable 
with and without the effect of M.A.S. and V.D.Q. 
Ho. 4 Tliere are no s lplf ieant differences in the choice behaviour 
of the subjects with the interaction effect of M.A.S. and V.D.Q. and 
with and without the effect of the experimental variable. 
Ho. 5 There are no significant differences between the choice 
behaviour of the subjects with and without M.A.S. and V.D.Q. 
Ho. 6 There are no significant differences in the choice behaviour 
of subjects with M.A.S.} V.D.Q. and B.V. and those without M.A.S.* 
V.D.Q. and E.V. 
H.o. 7 There are no significant differences in the choice behaviour 
of the subjects with only M.A.S. and V.D.Q. and those with only B.V. 
Ho. 8 There are no significant differences in the choice behaviour 
of all the four groups taken together as a whole. 
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Hypothetfcs of the tecend Phata ef the Study (1-3.2) 
Ho. 1 There It no significant difference In the choice behaviour of 
subjeetc and their level of natarity. 
Ho. 2 There is no significant differaice in the choice behaviour of 
8objects and their level of anxiety. 
Ho. 3.1 The sample population does not differ in the time taken to 
resolve three types of conflicts. 
Ho. 3.2 Subjects esdiibiting vocational indecision and indecisiveness 
do not differ In the time taken to resolve conflict. 
STATISTICAL TEOaNlQOES 
The statistical techniques used in a study are determined 
by the nature of the problem. In other words a statistical technique 
can be applied to data only iriien the method of data collection and the 
population sample confixn to certain assumptions regarding the appli-
cability of a particular test or formula. As the aim of this study was 
to ascertain significant differences regarding the Influences of certain 
variables within each groupi between the groups and also in the combined 
group as a whole>it was decided to use a suitable statistical technique. 
For the purpose of testing the significant differences among the subjects 
the chl>square test was usedt for the first phase of the study the 
formula for computing the ehl-square value was : 
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^ ^ W ( (AP^ BCA N/2)^ ) 2 
(A-tB) (C+0) (A+C) (B+b) 
(Sidney Siegel* pp. 109-110) 
The use of Kruskal WaUis (one way analysis of variance) test 
by ranks was thought proper to be ased in this study. Kruskal Nallls 
one way analysis of variance test by ranks is useful in drawing the 
inter-group dlfferenees» differences within the groapst in the second 
phase of the study. 
The Kruskal Wallis one way analysis of variance test by ranks 
is an extremely useful test for deciding tdiether K independent samples 
are from different populations. Tlie most useful function of this test 
is to tel l whether the differences among the samples signifiey genuine 
population differences. The test assuraes that the variable under study 
has an underlying continuous distribution. It requires at least ordinal 
measurement of that variable. 
Rationale and Method 
In the computation of the Kruskal Wall Is testt each of the S. 
observations are replaced by ranks. That ls» all of the scores from all 
of the ^ samples e«rt>lned are ranked In a single series. The smallest 
score is replaced by rank I the next to smallest by rank 2f and the largest 
by rank S.. N « the total number of observations In the |C samples. After 
this the sum of ranks Is found because this test determines whether the 
sums of ranks are so disparate that they are not likely to have come 
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froR stmples which were all drawn from the fSiRe population. 
The following formnlo for computing K samples was used : (8.1). 
12 ) «J^ 
j«i 
Formula for tied observation*: 1 - — — ••• (8.2) 
(Sidney Siegelt pp.185.18B). 
Compared with the most powerful parametric test* the F test* the 
Krusical Wallls test has power efficiency of 3/?^  » 95.6 per cent 
(AadrewSf 1954). 
The Kruskal nallis test is more efficient because i t uses more 
of the information in observations. It converts the scores to ranks* 
whereas the extension of the median test converts them simply to either 
pluses or minuses. The Kruskal Wallis test preserves the magnitude of 
scores more fully than does median test . 
For the treatment in a part of this study 't* test has also been 
used. Formula used for eoiribined standard deviasion is : 
SEO m SD 
• f 
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The rationale for using this fomula of *t' for our data is 
that the sample has very snail N (less than 30). *t' is a eritieal 
ratio (CB), but all CB's are not ' ts* . 
(Hearyt E. 6arre«t» p.215). 
CHAPTER IV 
As hns already been stated that problems in the 
f ie ld of vocational choice are not easy to lend 
themselves to experimental d e s i ^ s . Althouf^ 
there are few experimental studies In the 
extensive research literature available on 
vocational choice) It Is howevert possible to 
deslcfn experimental studies In this f leldt we have 
taken up for our study the unlverlate experimental 
paradlfim sugqested by Goodsteln. 
Vocational Development QnestlonnalreCV.D.Q.) was administered 
to group TT of 50 subjects after the f irs t administration of vocational 
choice inventory (V.C. l . ) | on the basis of which 100 no choice subjects 
were selected as the sample of this study. This group IT was further 
di'vlded into two groups namingt Experimental IT and Control II groups 
of 25 subjects each and treated according to the details of the 
experimental design as described in Chapter ITT written on the raethodo-
loqieal aspects of this study. 
Vocational maturity is an important variable having a bearing on 
the question of vocational choice. As an experimental study of vocational 
indecision and indecislveness is being conducted and such variable as 
anxiety and the effect of information material (E.V.) is to be studlei* 
vocational maturity which obviously influences vocational choice requires 
to be s i f ted out properly. 
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Vocational development questionnaire has been eonstrtioted by 
earefnlly listing the voeational development tasks. Super and others 
(W57> Vocational Development:A Frame Work for Research) have pointed 
out that "Voeational Developmental tasks are those developmental tasks 
which relate directly or Indirectly to the world of work. A l i s t of 
voeational development tasks m»y be eon^iled in several different waysf 
by conslderlner only those tasks wdiich are directly related to worki such 
as the making of an occupational eholcej or by including also the more 
inferentially relisted taskst such as the development of a sense of 
responsibility! by coneaitrating on all the vocational developmental 
tasks facing an individual at one period of tine* or by constructing a 
chronological picture of all those tasks which face an individual during 
his l i fe time" (p. 43). 
tile problem of indecision in voeational choice has exercised 
the mind of many an investigator for about the last SO years or so. In 
1930 the attention of many of the investigators in the field was focussed 
on this problem of indecision in voeational choice. Almost all of them 
like CunlIffe»W27; Beeson and Topei 1928; Coxei 1930* Anderson* 1932; 
Mitehel* 1933; Kilzert 1935; Willimson and Darleyi 1935 and Bymsf 
1939» focussed their attention on sex and level of education differences 
regarding indecision of voeational choice. It was only In 19Bo that 
Dysinger almost for the first time made a distinction between two tjrpes 
of indecision which may be termed as indecision and indeeisiveaess. 
He says* "In the flrstt the youth is postponing the issuet or Is 
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eonsiderfn(| the attraetion of several fields. This is a tfiholesome 
experience particularly when it ttinnlates the youth to explore the 
vocational world more thorou^ly. The second type of indecision represents 
the avoidance of the pain of^deci8ion|Challenge8 to sustained effort and 
opens possibilities of failure. Many youth are fri^tened by the 
finality of a specific plan and take refuge In indecision** (Crites : 
Vocational Psychology: The Study of Vocational Behaviour and Developmentt 
p. 200). Tyl^r (W6^ )b<f elaborated the second type of indeeislonf saying 
thatt "It represents a general indeeisiveness growing out of personal 
problems rather than doubts related to this specific issue (Vocational 
choice)" (p,20n. 
The role of anxiety clearly seems to be involved in the problem 
of indeeisiveness as a general personality characteristic. Indecision 
in vocational choice may Involve factors emanating from the familyt 
occupational role» equipotentlality for several occupations* limitations 
imposed by eircumstaneest last but not least lack of oeeupatlenal 
information. The last mentioned variablet namelyt lack of occupational 
information which seems to be a much more potent one than others* and 
which lends itself easily to experimental manipulation Is being 
investigated here to Identify subjects exhibiting indecision* and level 
of anxiety is being Investigated for identifying subjects eidilbiting 
indeeisiveness. 
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Tiiter->qroMD Cewpartsent - Watartty Variable 
TABLE 1 
.Sj.;'. 0"'^' .t;.v ° - " 
26 tflimatiire 
14 Borderline 
10 Matare 
14 
4 
2 
12 
10 
B 
50 
X^  » 4.496 
Result : Insignifleaat at .01 level and .05 
level. 
Hypothesis Ho. 1:> There is no slQnffieant difference in the choice 
behavloar of subjects and their level of naturlty. 
Vocational maturity is an important variable in making a vocational 
decision. Although the present investigation does net directly deal with 
the maturity variable as suehi the part i t plays in making the choice) 
alongwith the experimental variable (E.V.) of this study has to be sifted 
Out in order to determine the effect of the B.V. in the ehofce behaviour 
of our subjects. The concept of vocational maturity has been developed 
by the longitudinal studies of Super and some other studies also. 
Seme important studies in the field of vocational maturity are: 
Crites (1961) * Vocational development projects Holland (1962-63)« 
Super and others (1963)* 'Career pattern studies') Gribbons (1964)* 
* Study of reedinets of vocational planning' and Holland and Nichols 
(1964). 
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Much earlier Carter (1944) remarked that "laabillty to taake 
a choice "is not a natter of chance} f^ rowth towards vocational choice 
is anoarently integrated with other aspects of developmentt rather 
than an independent phenomenon". Various other investigators have 
pointed out that although there are some indications of a trend towards 
greater deeislveoess with the growth of the individual but this trend is 
not a eontinuousenet therefore* there is a need for further investigation 
on the problem of vocational maturity and vocational indecision. 
Table No.l shows that the value of ehi square is 4.496 which la 
statistically Insignificant both at the .01 and the.OS levels. This shows 
that the subjects «A)0 change from l^ o Choice to Choice and those who did 
not change at all* do not differ In maturity scores on the V.0.Q. In 
other words the vocationally mature and Immature subjects are evenly dis-
tributed between the Control II and Experimental IT Croupst which are the 
Most crucial groups for the study of the effect of the esqperlraental 
variable (8.V.) of this study. 
We Choice greuns - Post-test. 
RraskaloWallis oneway analysis of variance 
of *No Choice Groups' 
TABLE 1.1 
Significant differences in Maturity Scores of 'No Choice 
Groups 
Groups iean Maturity Talne of H (Kruskal-Wallls 
Compared Scores onewav analysis of variance) 
Control T fl.766 ) 
Experimental T 12.714 ) ^ _ . 
Experimental II 12.000 ) 140.47B 
Control II 9.929 ) 
Highly significant at .01 level. 
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Table 1.1 deals with the four 'No Choice* qroxtpt emerqinff at 
the final stage of the desfern of thl« stndjr. Each BO choice group 1B 
thlg table is a sab-oroop of oar eontrol It Experinental I» Experimental 
TI and Control TT groups. The total nnraber of subjects remaining without 
any change at the final stage of the study is 42. »hen Rruskal Wallis 
one-way analysis of variance was applied to this group as a wholey the 
value of H was found to be 140.470 which is significant at the .01 level . 
This shows that the vocational maturity and inmiaturity of the subjects 
did play an important role in their ehoiee behaviour. This finding 
apparently seems to be at variance w*th our finding of the 50 subjects 
treated for the maturity variable in the eontrol II and Experimental It 
group (cf. Table 1). But i t may be pointed out^  that the no change 
behaviour in ease of 42 subjects dealt with in Table l . l f gives a 
composite picture of subjects belonging to al l the main four groups. Two 
of these groups were subjected to the exoeriraental treatment whereas the 
other two were not. 
The value of H being s ta t i s t i ca l l y significant makes i t incumbent 
to analyse the results further and workout the values and significance of 
' t ' between the various groups which follows. 
TABLE 1.2 
Showing 't* value between Maturity Scores of the 
'No Choice Groups' 
W Group MetB ' t ' 
15 Control I B.766 • O^A 
7 Experimental I 12.714 ^' 
Significant at .05 level and Insignificant at .01 
level. 
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Tible 1.2 eonpares tfie No Choice subjects of Control group I and 
experimental group I. The ' t ' yalae being 2.946 is statistiealljr signi-
ficant at .OS level. Control Croup T is the group nhich consists of 
stibjeets not having made any choice when V.C.T. was administered for the 
f irst timet this group has not been aAainistered any of the three instruments 
namely V.C.I.f M.A.S. and V.D.Q. employed in this study. Experimental group T 
consist of the sid>Jeet8 who have been treated with the Experimental variable 
only and the M.A.S. and V.D.Q. have not been a^lnistered to these subjects. 
I'he present comparison between these two groups is being made after the 
second administration of the V.C.t. and the post test administration of 
V.A.S. and V.D.Q. (ef. Design of the Eig)erimenty O). 3 ) . 
The significance of 't* value in the case of the comparison of 
these two groups seems to be the function of the maturity or immaturity 
Of the subjects and the effect of the experimental treatment given to 
the Experimnstal T group. 
Nhen we compare the Control T group with the Experimental TI group 
whiehhas been given the experimental treatment along with the adminis-
tration of M.A.S. and V.D.Q.t the value of ' t ' gets enhanced to 3.17 and 
becomes highly significant statistically as shown in table 1.3. 
TABLE 1.3 
lowing ' t ' value between Maturity scores of 
the 'No Choice'Croups 
N 
15 
6 
Croups Mean 
Control I 8.766 
Experimental TT 12.000 
t 
3,17 
Si^iificant at both the levels. 
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It aay be pointed out that the composite e f fect of tools of 
this study* aAninistered to these subjects) coupled with the maturity 
immaturity variable bring about changes In the choice bdiaviour of our 
subjects . But» how far the maturity Immaturity variable Influences the 
choice behaviour of our subjects without the interaction e f fect of the 
experimental variable shal l become clear as we proceed with the further 
analysis and comparison of other groupSf which follows. 
TABLE 1.4 
Showing *t' value between Maturity Scores of the 
*No Choice Groups' 
Groups Mean 
15 Control I 8.766 ^ 
14 Control II 9.29 '*^ 
Insignificant at both the levels (.01 and .05) 
When the Control group I is compared with Control group II to 
which only M.A.S. and V.D.Q. were givent the ' t ' value which is only .(fi 
becomes statistically insignificant; This shows that the maturity 
immaturity variable does not influence the choice behaviour of our sidDjects. 
If we compare this result with the results obtained In comparing the 
Control I and Experimental I groups (ef. Table 1.2) and the Control I and 
Experimental TI groups (cf. Table 1.3) we find that the K.V. by Itself 
or in conjunction with the M.A.S. and V.D.Q. enhances the effect of the 
maturity immaturity variable. But M.A.S. alonei along with the maturity 
immaturity variable does not effect the influence of the maturity variable. 
This clearly shows the potency of the experimental variable of this study. 
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In eomparina the eontrol group II to which M.A.S. and V.D.Q. have 
been adninlstered and the experlnentsl group IT which has been subjected 
to the adninistration of all the three tools of this study we find that 
the value of 't' is 1.3 which is statistically insignificant. 
TABLS 1.5 
Shewing *t' ralue between Maturity svores of 
the *No CSioiee Groups' 
N Groups Mean t 
14 Control II 9.929 , • 
6 Experimental II 12.000 
Insignificant at both the leve ls ( .01 and 
.05 ) . 
This shows thnt the maturity immaturity variable does not e f fec t 
the choice behaviour of our subjec ts . The comparison of the control group 
I I and Experimental group I shews that the ' t ' value which i s 1.9B Is 
insignificant. 
TABLE 1.6 
Shewing 't ' value between Maturity scores of 
'No Choice Groups* 
Group Mean 
14 Control II 9.929 , QO 
7 Experimental I 12.714 *'^ 
Insignif icant at both the levels ( .01 and .05) 
This result triien compared with the resul t of (^ntrol I I and 
Experimental group II (of. Table 1.5) shows that the e f fec t of M.A.S. 
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and V.D.Q. either alone or along with the esqierlfRentiil variable does not 
help or hinder the Influenee of the maturity inmaturity variable. When 
each of the two groups compared has been treated with at least one of 
the three variables of this study namely N.A.S.i V.D.Q. and B.V. The 
hypothesis I therefore! stands aeeepted in the ease of four eonparison 
of the groups as discussed here. 
TABLE 1.7 
blowing 't* value between maturity scores of 
the *No Choice Groups* 
Groups Mean * t * *• 
7 Experimental I 12.714 .. 
6 Experimental II 12.000 ' ^ 
Insignificant at both the levels ( .01 and 
.05) . 
Table 1.7 compares experimental group I and Experimental Group II . 
Experimental group I has been treated with the E.V. whereas Experimental 
group TI has been given a l l the three tools of the study. The value of 
' t ' is .44 which is s ta t i s t i ca l l y Insignificant. In this ease also we 
find that the maturity variable does not effect the choice behaviour of 
our subjects. 
Choice Groups - Maturity Variable 
Comparing the choice sub>groups of the same main four groups namely 
Control If Experimental group If Control II» Experimental group l i t on the 
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basis of the Kmtkal Wtllit one way analysis of rarlabee for the natnrlty 
Inmaturlty variable we find that the value of H is 201.273> whieh is 
h i # l y significant as given in table 1.6. 
Kruskal-Wallis One way Analysis of Variance of *Choiee 
GroBps * 
T/UJLE l.B 
Showing Significance Differences in Maturity Scores of 
'Choice Groups' 
r „ ^ ^ f, .^. lean Maturity Value of H (Krnslcal-
Groups Compared geores Wallis oneway analysis 
. of ynrlanfte) 
Control I 5.3 
Experimental I 11.833 «^| «,•« 
Experimental IT i l m\.i.i7^ 
Control II 9.455 
Highly significant at .01 level. 
As the one way analysis of variance shows significant differences 
in between the groups* the further step of running the *t' for the 
separate comparison of these groups was necessary* an analysis of lAlch 
follows. 
TABLE 1.9 
Showing 't* value betwe«i Maturity 
'Choice Croups* 
N Croups Mean 
10 Control I 5.3 
18 Experimental 1 11.833 
Scores of 
' f 
3.422 
Significant at .01 level. 
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Tafble 1.9 shows that the 't* value Is 3.42 which Is statistteally 
significant at the 1 % level. Ihe table compares the sabjetitt who on the 
second administration of V.C.I, have made a choice* in other words it is 
a comparison of the indecision subjects in the Control group I and 
Experimental group T. If w« compare the *t* value in tables 1.2 and 1.9 
we find that the value of *t* in the case of comparison of the choice 
groups (table 1.9) has been enhanced by .476 which is almost efual to 
.500. The experimental variable seems to help and facilitate onr 
subjects in making a choice. The maturity and immaturity of the subjects 
also plays a significant role in helping these subjects to make a choice. 
When we compare control group I with Experimental group II of 
those who had made a choice» we again find that the *t' value being 3.10 
is statistically significant. 
TABLE 1.10 
Showing 't' value between iaturlty Scores of 
'(Sioice Groups' 
N 
10 
19 
Groups 
Control X 
Experimental II 
Rean 
5.3 
11.0 
• f 
3.10 
Significant at .01 level 
In this case we find that the maturity variable seems to influeace 
the choice behaviour of our subjects which has been facilitated by the 
experimental variable (B.V.). In this comparison experimental group IT 
is the group to which all the three tools of the study have been 
*dmiai8tered. Ihe next comparison (cf. Tible l.ll)? shows that the 
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administration of the other two tools to one of the groups does not 
help and fac i l i ta te the naturtty tmnaturity variable. 
TABLE 1.11 
IS^ iowing ' t ' value between Maturity Scores of 
N 
10 
11 
* Choice Groups* 
Groups Mean 
Control T 5.3 
Control 11 9.455 
' f 
1.5 
Insignificant at both the levels ( .01 and 
.05) . 
This table compares the control group I with control group II 
which has been administered M.A.S. and V.O.Q. both. The ' t ' value 
being 1.5 is s ta t i s t i ca l ly insignificant which shows that the maturity 
immaturity variable does not Influence the choice behaviour of our 
Subjects. The comparison of t ib les 1.9 and 1.10 with table 1.11 clearly 
shows that the Influence of the experimental variable helps the 
indecision stdAject in making a choice. 
TABLE 1.12 
Showing 't* value between Maturity Scores of 
'Choice Group' 
• »• N Groiq>s Mean ' t 
W Experimental II 11.000 . , 
11 Control TI 9.455 •^* 
Insignificant at both the levels (.01 and 
.05). 
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TABLE 1.13 
Showinq *t* value between Matnrity Scores of 
'Choice Groupt* 
N Gronps lean *t' 
IP Bxperfmental T 11.833 , ^g. 
11 Control IT 9.455 *'"° 
Tnsifpiiflcant at both the levels (.01 and 
.05) . 
Table 1.12 conpares the choice subjects of control ^oup t l and 
experimental <|roap TT» and Table 1.13 conpares control group TT and 
Bxperlnental group T in both of which the ' t ' values are .76 and 1.05 
respectively and both the values are s ta t i s t i ca l l y insignificant showing 
that the maturity varinble does not influence the choice behaviour of our 
s ub j ects . — 
TABLE 1.14 
Showing *t' value between Maturity Scores of 
'Choice Groups' 
W Groups Mean ' t ' 
18 Experimental T 11.833 ^ « 
W Experimental IT 11.000 ' ^ 
Insignificant at both the levels (.01 and 
.05). 
This table compares the dioice sri)jeets of the Experimental 
group I and Experimental group TI both of which have been treated with 
the experimental variable (B.V.). The ' t ' value being .632 is statis-
tically insignificant. When we compare this result with the results 
obtained in the other five comparisons of choice subjects) it is clear 
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that whenever the experlnental variable (E.V.) has been administered 
to one of the grotips eonpared with a gronp to which none of the tools 
of this study hns been administered the result has been statistically 
sifpnificant. Tn the present comparison both the groups compared have 
been treated with the experimental variable (E.V.) but the 't* value is 
statistically insipificant. This result clearly shows that the effect 
of the B.V. has been neutralized by its being administered to both the 
groups compared. This result along with the other re!;ults of these 
comparisons clearly shows the potency and effectiveness of the 
experimental treatment in the desired direction. 
Tt is interesting to note that these comparisons as well as 
those of the 'No Choice Groups* can also be treated as the process of 
experimental validation of the Experimental Treatment (E.V.) of this 
study. "Hiese comparisons also show that the maturity variable by 
i t se l f does not influence the choice b^aviour of our subjects and 
Ho.If therefore} stands accepted. 
Tn-groMp Comparisons - Maturity Variable 
At the final stage of the study the two control and two experi-
mratal groups result in giving two groups each» one choice group and the 
other no choice group. Each of these groups has been labelled as 
Coitrol I No Oioice (CNC T)| Control T Choice (CC I) , Experimental T 
No Choice (ENC T), Experimental I Choice (EC T), Control It No Choice 
(CNC 2)I Control IT Choice (CC 2)» Experimental II No Choice (ENC 2)f 
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Experimental It Choice (EC 2 ) . To al l these eight groups the M.A.S. 
and V.D.Q. were administered againi which has been temed the*Post test*. 
A comparison of the ehoiee» No Choice suib.groaps of each group 
for the maturity variable follows. 
TABLE 1.15 
Showing *t' value between Maturity Scores of 
No Choice and Choice Groups after the post 
test. 
N 
15 
10 
Groups 
Control I 
(No Oioice) 
Control I 
(Choice) 
Mean 
8.766 
5.3 
• f 
1.52 
Insignificant at both the levels ( .01 and .05) 
When CNC 1 was compared with the CC 1 the *t' value is found to 
be 1.52 which s ta t i s t i ca l ly insignificant* showing that there was no 
difference in the vocational maturity of the subjects of this group who 
made a choice and those who fa i l to make a choice. Although the mean 
maturity score of the No Choice subjects is a l i t t l e higher than that 
of the choice sid)Jeets but not sufficiently high to be s t a t i s t i c a l l y 
significant. 
TABLE 1.16 
Shewing ' t ' value between Maturity Scores of 
No Choice and Oioiee Croups after the Post Test. 
N Grewps Mean *t' 
14 Control II (No Choice) 9.92<» «w 
11 Control IT (Choice) 9.455 '^^^ 
Insignificant at both the levels (.01 and .05) 
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A comparison of CNC 2 and CC 2 shows that the ' t ' value is .216 
whieh Is s t a t i s t i c a l l y Insfgnfffcant. The mean maturity score of the 
two ^oups i s about the smie. 
TABLE 1.17 
Showing *t* value between Maturity scores of No Choice 
and choice (pronps after the post t e s t . 
Groups Mean • «• 
7 Experimental T (No choice) 12.714 *__ 
IP Experimental IT (Choice) 11.833 '^^^ 
Insignificant at both eht levels (.01 and ,05) 
The most crucial comparison for the purpose of our study are 
those of the four experimental sub-groups. 
Table 1.17 deals with the comparison of BNC 1 and CC 1 regarding 
the significance of the maturity variable. The ' t ' value is .570 which 
is statistically insignificant. 
TABLE 1.18 
Showing ' t ' value between Maturity Scores of 
No CStoice and Choice Croups after the Post test 
Croup Mean 
6 Experimental t l 12 ^ . 
(No Choice) 
W Experimental IT 11 
((^oice) 
Insignificant at both the levels (.01 and .05) 
(fi 
Table I.IB compares ENC IT and EC II groups for the yoeatlonal 
maturity variable. The ' t ' value being .^4 is statistically Insignificant. 
This* as has been pointed ontf is a crucial comparison for the 
purposes of the hjrpothesis under diseussiont that ist there is no 
significant difference in the choice behaviour of subjects and their 
level of maturity. The subjects who made a choice (indecision subjects) 
and those who fall to make a choice (indeeiiive subjects) after the 
Post test clearly show that the maturity variable did not play any 
statistically significant role in differentiating the indecision subjects 
from the indecisive ones. This is true of both the two control and two 
experimental groups. The Ho, 1 therefore stands accepted. This is a 
result which corraborates the hypothesized prediction. The other important 
Variable namely Anxiety is to be analysed in the following pages. 
Hypothesii Ho 2 : - There is no significant difference in the choice 
behaviour of subjects and their level of anxiety. 
Anxiety is another important variable in the design of this 
a 
investigation. As a natter of fact anxiety is/major variable* the effect 
of which is being studied on the problem of the vocational choice of 
the individual. Goodsteln (1065, p.lSR) has drawn attention to the role 
of Aaxiety when he observed that the critical diagnostic consideration 
in differentiating indecission and indedsiveness is "the assessment 
of the role of Anxiety In the etiology of the problem". 
There is l i t t l e doubt that Anxiety plays a role both in the case of 
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indecision as well as Indecisive subjects. Bat in the case of the 
fomer» it plays a minor role as the indecision subjects due to limitation 
of experience and restricted opportunities to acquire or learn the 
responses necessary to make a ehoice» fail to make a vocational 
decision and consequently have feelings of anxiety. Whereas in the ease 
of latter namely indecisive subjects) i t is not consequent anxiety 
but what has been termed antecedent anxiety that plays a major role. 
In this ease the individual has had sufficient opportunities in his 
vocational development to learn the response which would allow him 
to cope with' the problem of vocational choice and to solve i t successfully 
but becante of the interference of anxiety^ arising out of the necessity 
of having to make a decision) he is unable to act appropriately. Ihe 
very fact that he has to make a choice is anxiety arousing* be^ fause it 
may mean a defiance of parental authority) becoming independent and facing 
the world all of which "cue" anxiety. 
The So subjects comprising experimental group II and Control 
group II were afkoinistered the M.A.S.?and V.D.Q. > the pre>te8t. A second 
administration of Trow's V.C.I, resulted in dividing these two groups 
and the control I and experimental group I Into the eight groups labelled 
as CNCI, CCI) ENCI) ECI) ENC2) EC2) CNC2 and CC2) all of Ahich were 
administered M.A.S. and V.D.Q. a second time) termed the post-test. This 
analysis and interpretation of the pre-test Is termed the first phase of 
the study and appended in this report as Appendix A. 
Althou^ this report is mainly concerned with the analysis and 
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interpretation of the post te«t» the chi square table of the distributioa 
Of the So sabjeett eonprtstng the Experimental Grovp 11 and Control 
Group IT 1« being presented here to ghow the frequency didtribntlon 
of the Hi^y Low and Border line level of anxiety and its statistical 
significance. 
Hypothesis: "Hiere is no significant difference in the choice 
behaviour of subjects and their level of anxiety. 
later-group Cowparisons •• Anxiety Variable 
TABLE 2 
Nund>er of - .^ No mi*!--
subjects '^<>"P« choice "'^ '^'*' 
13 Low Anxiety ( U ) 4 9 
25 Borderline 9 16 
12 High Anxiety(RA) 6 4 
50 21 29 
X^  « 3.607 
Results: Insignificant at .01 level and 
.05 l e v e l . 
Table 2 shows that the cAi square value is 3 . t t 7 which i s s t a t i s -
t i c a l l y insignif icant . In other words i t means that the frequency of 
Lowt High and Borderline subjects* in the group as a whole Is evm. 
This however) does not preclude the poss ib i l i ty of Right Low ot 
Borderline sid>Jeets getting concentrated in one or the other of the 
subgroups namely CNCTf CCIy BNCT or BCI» e t c . Kmskal Wallis one way 
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analysfs of Tarianee will show the further dlstrtbntion along these 
l ines which follows: 
All the eight groupf which finally emerged were administered 
MAS and VDQ (post t e s t ) . The ehofee and no choice groups have been 
treated witfr the Krusfcsl Wallis one way analysis of variance separately. 
Wo-ehelce Croups; Table 2.1 gives the results for the No ehoice group. 
TABLE 2.1 
Showing significant differences in Anxiety Scores 
of *No ehoice group* 
Groups lean Anxiety 7alue of H (Hmstcal Wallis 
Conpared Scores owe way analysis of variance) 
Control T 75.733 
Experimental ^ j^g 
Experimental 5 ^ ^ ^ 
Control n 58.571 
153.48 
fliflhly significant at .01 level . 
The value of H is 1^.48 which is highly significant s ta t i s t i ca l l y 
and necessitates the further step of running the ' t ' for the purposes of 
the comparison of the various groups. 
TABIE 2.2 
Showing *t' value between Anxiety Scores of 'No 
choice groups' 
N Groups Mean Tt* 
15 Control I 75.733 , , . 
7 Experimental T 6.143 " ' ^ 
Significant at .01 level 
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When He eonpare the eoatrol group I whteh was not treated with 
any of the tools of this study In the pre-test except the VCI with 
expertfflental firottp T which was treated with the experimental rarialile 
We find that the *t* valae U 11.4 which is highly significant statls-
ticnlly. Although there is a vast difference in the anxiety score of 
the two groupsi we find thnt 15 ont of the 25 subjects of the control I 
group have s t i l l not been able to make a choice. As this group has 
not been treated with the B.V. we cannot make a decision as to whether 
these subjects are the indecision or the Indecisive ones. 1%e experimental 
group I shows that only 7 out of the 25 8td)Ject8 of this group are s t i l l 
without a decision. No doubt that the aean anxiety score of this group 
is very low but the scores of those s<d)Jeets of this group who already 
have made a choice are s t i l l lower (as shall be shown in the comparison 
of the choice sub-groups of this grouo). This clearly shows the 
facilitating effect of the B.V. la making a choice. Nhm we look at 
the big difference between the No choice group of CNC I and ENC I and 
their maturity level as has been analysed previously it becomes clear 
that the subjects in the ENC T group who with high maturity and 
eilperimental treatment could yet not make a choice are the subjects who 
experience anxiety in accomplishing the task of making a choice and should 
therefore be labelled »s indecisive subjects. 
Showing 
n 
15 
6 
TABLE 2.3 
' t ' value between Anxiety scores of 
•No Choice Groups' 
GrouBS Mean 
Ctntrol I 76.733 
Experimental t l 54.667 
• f 
2.69 
Significant at .05 level. 
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A oonparison of control firoop I with experimental groi^ TT show 
that the *t' value is 2.(fi which is atatistieally significant at .05 
level. Here again we find that the mean of the anxiety score of the 
control groop is higher than that of the experimental group. But the 
ENC 2 group's anxiety score mean being 54.667 is on the high side. 
15 subjects of the CNC T group out of a total of 25 remain undecided 
in spite of a v*«ry high anxiety score mean. Whereas in the case of the 
BNC2 group we find that out of the 25 subjects only 6 are undecided. 
The CTIC T group is the group which has not been treated with the 
information material (zero amount of Information). 
As the anxiety levels of both these groups are on the high 
side and only the ENC 2 group has been treated with the BV (tome 
•mount of information) the difference in the number of subjects making 
a choice is clearly the effect of the B.V. of this study. The subjects 
remainiiig undecided even after the experimental treatment are therefore 
the indecisive sub^eets. These are the subjects who fail to make a 
choice as a result of antecedent anxiety. Tn other words the very fact 
that they are faced with the task of making a choice arouse anxietyt 
and even the facilitating exoerlenee of the B.V. does not help them make 
a choice. The large number of the undecided subjects of CNCT group 
surely consist of some of indecision subjects) who might be experiencing 
anxiety as a result of their failure to make a choice (consequent 
anxiety) had this group also been treated with the E.V.y some of this 
large number of mdecided subjects might have been able to make a 
decision. Ash by et al.(1966) have reported that the undecided group 
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Scores h i ^ mean en the Bernrenter dependence sealer they observe 
that **the U Ss ere capable enea()h} but for aoae reason need extra 
support and eneoara e^mttnt In working out their pIans?(Cr1tes» p.312). 
Ashby et^alare obviously speakln^r here of what we have termed as the 
indecision subjects. 11>e E.V. of this study provides precisely this 
**extra support and eneonraflement In woxltlnci out their plans", the 
subjects who in spite of providing this "extra support and eneourageraent** 
fall to work out their vocational plans are the ones who are termed as 
indecisive. 
TABLE 2.4 
Table showing ' t ' value between Anxiety scores of 
*No Qioice groups' 
H Croups Wean *t' 
IS Control I 75.733 _ , . . 
14 Control tT 58.571 •^*^ ** 
Significant at .05 level 
Table 2.4 compares CNCI and CNC2 groups both of which have not 
be«i treated with the E.V. The only difference between the two groups 
is that the CNC t has been given MAS and VDQ only in the post test* whereas 
CNC 2 group was administered with the M.A.S. and V.D.Q. both in the 
pre and post tests. The *t' value is found to be 2.196 and although it 
is statistically just signlficantt we find that 15 out of 25 subjectf 
in CNCT and 14 out of the 25 sidt>jects in CNC 2 are s t i l l mdecidedi 
althouf^ the Mean anxiety scores of both the groups are on the hl^ier 
side. The majority of the subjects remalninq undecided in both the groups 
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thowg that the "supnort and eKeoaraqement" of the B.V. miqbt have 
helped some of the subjects to make a choice. This clearly seems to 
be a piece of negative evidence in support of the potency of the 
experinetital variable (B.V.) of this study. 
TABLE 2.5 
Showing tt' value between Anxiety scores of 
'No Choice Groups' 
< A I W Groups Mean * t 
14 Control TT 58.571 ^ ^ 
6 Experimental II 54.667 '*^ 
Signifieaftt at both the levels (.01 and .05) 
Table 2,5 compares CNC 2 with ENC 2. The *t* value being .BOO 
t 
is insignificant. (!NC2 is the group whi^ has not been administered 
the E.V.t but was given MAS and VDQ in the pre-test. I94C2 is the group 
to which also M.A.S. and V.D.Q. were given in the pre*test and it was 
also given the experimental treatment. As 't* values for both the groups 
are insignifieanty it shows that these two groups do not differ in their 
level of anxiety. The mean anxiety scores of both the groups are on 
the high side. In spite of high a«xiety levels and the statistical 
Insignificance of their eomparisoni it is noteworthy that in CNC2 as 
many as 14 subjects out of 25 are found to be without a decision even 
in the post-testy whereas only 6 out of the 25 subjects in BNC2 group 
are found to be without a eheiee. This result clearly establishes the 
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potency of the E.V. of this study and shows that the subjects who even 
after the administration of E.V. experience anxiety are the subjects who 
experi«tce i t as an antecedent condition and thereforet are clearly the 
subjects who should be termed indecisive. 
TABLE 2.6 
Slowing ' t ' value between Anxiety scores 
of 'No Choice Group' 
N '^ 'oup Mean *t' 
6.53 14 Control II 5fi.571 
7 Experimental I 6.143 
Significant at .01 level. 
Table 2.6 compares CNC2 and ENC 1. The *t* value being 6.53 
is highly significant statistically) showing that the subjects in the 
two groups differ in their anxiety level. The CNC 2 group is the control 
group which has not been subjected to the treatment of E.V.) whereas the 
ENC I group has been treated with the E.V. We find that only 7 out of 
the 25 subjects of the ENC I are undecided whereas a large number as 
14 out of 25 subjects are s t i l l undecided in the CNC 2 group. Once 
again the facilitation effect of the experimental variable is clearly 
at workt 
The table 2.7 compares the ENCI and ENC2 groups. The 't* value 
being 2.47 is statistically signifieant.Both the groups have been subjected 
to the treatment of E.V. Only 7 and 6 subjects out of 25 in each of the 
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Qroops respectively remafn aadecided. Hi is thows that the B.?. M4 
facil itate tbe makinei of the choice for the indecision subjects n^ o were 
a 
experiencing; anxiety as/consequence of being subjected to the decision 
making process, ^ e subjects i t i l l remaininti without a decision are the 
subjects who experience anxiety as an antecedent condition and are 
therefore indecisive subjects. 
TABLE 2.7 
Showing *t* value between Anxiety scores of 
n 
7 
6 
•No Choice Groups' 
Groups Hean 
Experimental I 6.143 
Experimental II S4.667 
•f 
2.47 
Significant at .05 level. 
It nayf however* be pointed oat that the BNC I group« In terms 
of the cutting points for detemlnlng anxiety levelsf is a low anxiety 
group! whereas BNC 2 group according to the Cutting Points criteria 
is a high level anxiety group. 
The anxiety level of the ENCI group Is very low which suggests 
two possibilities: 
1. The relationship between anxiety and Indecisiveness may be a 
curvilinear relationthlp. 
2. The relationship between anxiety and indecisiveness nay strictly 
be (cept confined to a comparison of the choice? No choice sub-groups of a 
tingle group. If In such a comparison the No choice group irrespective of 
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hlffti overall level of anxietyt renains on the blgher side tfie relation-
ship majr be inferred,which is the ease with regard to BNC I Group. 
tie shall) however* have occasion to discuss the matter further 
in the following pa9e8. 
Choiee-qrottps - Anxiety f r iab le 
Table 2,B compares the four choice stA)-qrot^s of the main groups 
namelyi CCT} ECT* fiC2 and CC2. The Kruskal one way analysis of variance 
for the anxiety variable gives the value of H as 2W.09fl which is 
highly significant statistically, 
TABLE 2.8 
Significant differences In Anxiety Scores of 
'Choice Groups* 
Groups Mean of Value of H (Kruskal Wallls 
Coapared Anxiety Scores one way analysis of variance) 
10 Control I 78.4 
18 E]qp>erinental T 4.833 219.098 
19 Sxperimental TT 27.368 
11 Control Tl 32.00 
Hi^ly significant at .01 level. 
As the one way analysis of variance shows significant differences 
in between the groups* the further step of running the *t* for the 
separate comparison of these groups was necessary* an analysis of which 
follows: 
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TABLE 2.9 
Showing 't* value between Aixlety scores of 
'Choice Cronps* 
6rotq>8 Mean • • « 
10 Control I 78.4 
18 Experimental T 4.833 
15.90 
SignificaM at .01 leve l . 
Table 2.9 compares the CCI group with the ECT grovp. The ' t ' 
valne being 15.90 is highly significant s t a t i s t i c a l l y . CCI is the group 
to which none of the tools of this study has been administeredf whereas 
EC I has been treated with the experinental variable. No doubt that the 
anxiety scores of the ECI group is very low and that of CCI very high. 
Only 10 out of 25 subjects of CCI group have made a choice and as many as 
18 out of 25 subjects of the ECT group came out with a choice decision. 
This clearly shows the fac i l i ta t ing effect of the experimental variable 
in making a choice as the nuiid>er of choices in the EC T is much higher 
than that of the CCI. 
We find that 0 e number of subjects making a choice is greater 
in the ECI group than that of the CCI group and they have therefore been 
fac i l i tated to make a choice as a result of the administration of the 
E.V. This clearly defines them as indecision sublectsCef. Chapter I» 
Fig. T). Mhereas the remaining 7 subjects of the ECI group who failed 
to make a choice even after the experimental treatment are the subjects 
who are indecisive. 
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TABLE 2.10 
Showing *t* value between Anxiety scores 
of 'Choice Groups' 
N Group Mean • • • 
10 Control I 76.4 
19 Experimental TI 27.36B 6.31 
Significant at .01 level. 
Table 2.10 compares the groups CCT and BC2.CCI is the group which 
hfls not been treated with any of the tools of this study whereas EC 2 
has been treated with all the tools of this study. The 't' value being 
6.31 is statistically significant. The raean anxiety scores of the CCI 
group are on the h i ^ side whereas the raean scores of the ^ 2 group Is 
just at the highest point of the low range of the scores. Here again 
we find that only 10 out of the 25 CCI group subjects have made a choieet 
whereas many as 19 out of 25 subjects of the BC2 group have made a choice. 
No doubt that the mean anxiety scores of the CCI group are on the higher 
side and that of the BC2 group on the low. But we will have occasion to 
discuss this matter further in the following pages (ef. Table 2.11). Here 
i t may be pointed out that the larger number of subjects of the EC2 group 
making a choice is clearly due to the facilitating effect of the C.V. which 
has been administered to this group. And the 19 subjects making a choice 
are therefore the indecision subjects. 
Table 2.11 compares CCI and CC2 groups. Both are control groups 
and have not been treated with the experimental variable. Ihe only 
difference betwe«i these two groups is that the CCI group has not been 
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<|lveB any of the tools of the studyt whereas CC2 gro«p was given the 
M.A.S. and V.D.Q. The ' t ' value being S.21 i» significant at .01 level. 
TABLE 2.11 
Showing 't* value between Anxiety scores of 
•Choice Groups* 
» • • N Croups Mean *t 
10 Control I 78.4 
11 Control TI 32.0 
Significant at .01 level 
"Hie mean anxiety score of the CC2 group Is on the lower side of the 
normal range whereas that of the CCT group is on the higher side of the 
high range. Ilhen we look at the number of the subjects who have made 
choice in the CCI and CC2 groupsi we find that i t Is 10 and 11 respectively* 
out of 25» which Is almost the same. This clearly shows that the level 
of anxiety of the subjects does not differentiate between the indecision 
and indecisive subjects. A close scrutiny of the mean anxiety 
scores and their significance In terms of High» Low and Normal does 
suggest the poss ibi l i ty of • curvilinear relationship between indecision 
or indeelslveness and level of anxiety. This seems to be a strong 
tendency which the data of this study suggest and is surely worth 
studying.(ef. Notes and suggestions for further study). 
Table 2.12 compares the CC2 and the BC2 groups. The BC2 group 
dlffert from CC2 group in only one respect Wilch Is^thatt the EC2 group 
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TABLE 2.12 
ShowiR9 U ' value between Anxiety scores of 
• Clio lee Groups* 
N Croups Mean • • r 
n Control TT S2.00 o^fi 
19 Experimental TI 27.3*6 
Insigntfleant at both the levels (.01 and .05) 
has been treated with experimental variable. The *t* value being .70^ 
Is statlstleally instpifleant at both .01 and .05 levels. The mean 
anxiety score of the CC2 group is 32 which is on the lower side of the 
normal range and the mean anxiety seore of the EC2 group being 27.366 
is on the higher side of the low range. The two groups differ in the 
mean anxiety seore by only 4.632. This clearly shows that the difference 
in anxiety seore of the two groups does not differentiate the indeelslon 
and indeeesive subjects. Tet we find that as many as 19 out of 25 subjects 
of the EC 2 group have made a choice and only 11 out of 25 subjects of 
the CC2 group have been able to make a choice. This cleat! y establishes 
the potency of the E.V. and lends strong support to the hypothesised 
possibility of the facilitating effect of the experimental variable in 
making a cholcet which Is perclsely the way in which we have operationally 
defined the indecision subjects of this study (cf. Chapter I» Figure I ) . 
Table 2.13 compares the CC2 and ECT groups. CC2 group is the 
group which htas been given M.A.S. and V.D.Q.t whereas ECI is the group 
which has been treated with the experimental variable only. The *t' 
value being 4.19 is statistically significant. The mean anxiety score 
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TABLB 2.13 
Showlner *t* value between Aaxiety scores 
of 'Choice Croup** 
N Grottoi Mean ' t ' 
11 Control II 82.00 
18 Bxperlnental I 4.633 4.19 
Significant at .01 level . 
of the CC2 group is on the lower side of the normal rancre and that of 
the ECI (frouD on the lower side of low ran<|e. Obviously the two groups 
differ in the level of anxiety and that is what the 't* test of s igni -
ficance has shown. Vken we eoniDare the number of subjects trtio have 
changed from no choice to ehoieet we find that IB out of 25 and 11 out 
of 2S stdDJeets from the ECT and CC2 groups respectively* have made a choice. 
The larger number of choice subjects (Indecision) in the ECI group is 
the result of the fac i l i tat ing effect of the B.V. 
TABLE 2.14 
Showing ' t ' value between Anxiety Scores of 
'Choice Croups' 
W Groups Mean ' t ' 
18 Experimental I 4.833 „ „-
W Experimental TT 27.368 ^'^^ 
Significant at .01 tevel . 
Table 2.14 compares the ECI and BC2 groups. ECI is the group which 
lias been treated with the exoerimental variable whereas EC 2 Is the group 
which has been treated with B.V. and has also been given the M.A.S.and 
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V.D.O. The 't* value being 3.94 Is statlgtleally significant. Altheu^ 
there U a tlgnffUsnt difference in the nean anxiety scores of the two , 
gronpsf bnt both the means are in the low range* and yet we find that 
as many as IB out of 25 In the BCT group ai4 W out of 25 svbjeets in the 
BC2 group have made a choice and according to the operational definition 
are indecision sidi>jeets. One of the hypothesized expectations was that 
the high anxiety subjects will not be able to make a choice and therefore* 
a larger number of such sid>Jects shall be Indecisive. Both the groups* 
as has been pointed out* are no doubt in the low range of anxiety scores* 
but the mean score of the CC2 group within the range is as high as 
27.36P and that of the ECI group as low as 4.83S. According to the 
hypothesized exnectation* as referred to above* a smaller number of 
indecision stfl>jeets should have l>een in the EC2 group and a larger 
number of such subjects in the RCT. But ive find that the EC2 group 
consists of 19 indecision subleets out of 25 and only 18 indecision 
subjects out of 25 are in ECT group. No doubt the difference of 
indecision subjects In the two groups Is that of only one* and both the 
groups are in lew anxiety range. Tet* the explanation of this small 
difference in the number of indecision subjects to the mind of the 
present investigator lies in the fact that the EC2 group along with the 
experimental treatment has also been subjected to the administration of 
the M.A.S. and V.D.O. t^ has been shoirn In the earlier discussion of the 
maturity variable also that the H.A.S. and V.D.Q. in combination with 
the E.y.t enhances the facilitating effect of the B.T. in making a 
choice. 
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k further perustl of table 2.11 eorraborates titts Inference and 
clinches the Issue fa favour of thfs reasoning. Tlie mean anxiety seore 
of the CCT group is 7B.4 which Is on the high side of the high anxiety 
range and that of CC2 group is 32 which is on the lower side of the 
nomal anxiety ranaet whereas the nufflber of choice subjects in the two 
groups is 10 and 11 out of 25t resneetfvely. In spite of low mean 
anxiety scores of the CC2 group* the difference in the number of 
subjects between the two groups making a choice is of only one. tt may b« 
pointed out that the CC2 groun is the group to which M.A.S.and V.D.Q. 
have been adninistered) whereas the CCI group has not been treated with 
any of the variables of the study. The obliteration of the difference 
in the number of subjects making a choice clearly seems to be the 
facilitating function of the administration of M.A.S. and t.D.Q. Had 
this not been sot the difference between the two groups In this respectt 
in view of the large difference In their mean anxiety seorest should 
have been larger. If there Is a curvilinear relationship between the 
anxiety levels and indecision or indecisivenessf as suggested earlier 
(ef. table 2.11) the number of 8td>jects in the CC2 group making a choice 
should tilso have been low. 
In-group Comparisons - Anxiety Variable 
A comparison of choice and No choice std>-groaps of each group 
for the Anxiety variable follows: 
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TABLE 2.15 
Shewing *t* valae between Anxiety feores of 'No 
choice' and 'choice' erroupa after the poat-
test 
N Group Mean • • • 
15 Control I (Ko choice) 75.733 
2.64 
10 Control X (choice) 7R.4 
Significant at .05 level . 
When CNCI sub-group Is compared with CCI sub-gronpf the value of 
't* Is found to be 2.64 which Is s ta t i s t i ca l l y significant showing that 
the two sub-groups differ In their level of anxiety. The nean anxiety 
scores of both the groups are on the high side of the higher range of 
anxiety. Roweverf fn terms of absolute scores we find that the choice 
sub-group is s l ightly hiflher than the no ehdee sid>-group. "Hie nundt>er of 
subjects making a choice is smaller than those remaining without a choice. 
As the control T group i s the group which has not been treated with any 
of the tools of this study* this result shows that the fae l l l ta t lag 
effect of the B.V. being absent a large number of subjects s t i l l remain 
without a choice, 
TABLE 2.16 
Showing ' t ' value between Anxiety scores of No 
choice and choice groups after the post level . 
N 
14 
11 
Control 
Control 
Groups Mean 
II (No choice) SB.571 
TT (Choice) 32.00 
•t' 
2.7B2 
Significant at .05 level . 
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Here the CNC2 sob-ciroiip is compared wltti CC2 stib-groap. The 
Value of ' t ' being 2.'re2 Is s tat lst ieal l j signifieant. The «ean 
anxiety score of the CNC2 snb-groap is on the low side of h i^er range 
of anxiety scores and that of the CC2 on the low side of the normal 
range of the anxiety score. Here also the number of sid!>jeets remaining 
withong a choice is higher than those making a choice. This Is the group 
M i^ch has been administered with M.A.S. and V.D.Q. The slight improvement 
in the ntinA)er of siAiJeets making a choice may be ascribed to the help 
which the administration of these two tools* particularly the V.D.O. 
might have provided. If we look at the absolute mean scores of the CCT 
sub-group and the CC2 sub-group) we will find that the former is on the 
high side of high anxiety raagof whereas the latter is on the low side 
of the normal anxiety range. These ranges of the anxiety scores of the 
two ohofce-sub-groaps also indicate the possibility of the curvilinear 
relationship between the anxiety level and indecision or indecisiveness. 
TABLE 2.17 
Showing 't* value between Anxiety scores of No 
choice and choice groups after the post-test. 
N Croups Wean *t* 
7 Experimental T (No Choice) 6.143 .>Q 
W Experimental I ((%oiee) 4.83^ 
Insignificant at both the levels (.01 and .05) 
A comparison of ENCI aid)-group with BCI sub-group shows that the 
*t* value is .77^ which is statistically insignificant. The mean anxiety 
icores of both the sd[>-groups are on the low side of the lower range of 
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anxiety. The number of subjeett naking a eholee is nueh larger than tboge 
s t i l l withont a choice. This is the group which has been treated with 
only the B.V. of this study. The anxiety scores being statistically 
ittsignificantf the large difference in the nnnber of subjects naking 
a choice and those not able to make a choice is clearly the result of 
the facilitating effect of the experimental variable. 
TABLE 2.18 
Showing ' t ' value between Anxiety scores of No 
choice and Choice groups after the post-test. 
N 
6 
Oroups 
Experimental IT (No Choice) 
Experimental TT (Choice) 
Mean ' t ' 
^''''' 2.90 
27.366 
Significant at both the levels (.01 and .05) 
A comparison of VSiC2 and EC2 sub-groups shows that the value of 
' t ' is 2.90 which is statistically significant. The mean anxiety score 
of the ENC2 sub-group is just at the lowest point of the high range of 
anxiety scores* whereas the mean anxiety score of the EC2 sub-group is 
just at the highest point of the lower range of the anxiety scores. Yet 
we find that the number of subjects making a ehoice is much larger than 
those remaining without a choice. Here no doubt anxiety level seems to 
differentiate the choice and the no ehoice subjects. But this is a group 
which has been treated with all the three tools of this study and the 
facilitating influence of the experimental variable in helping the 
Subjects make a choice clearly seems to be at work. 
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An Analysis of the Relationship with Conflict Besolutlon 
In this Investigation a study of the time taken to resolve 
conflict and Its various types and their relationship with Indecision 
and indecisiveness was proposed In order to relate these comparatively 
new concepts In the vocational choice situation to the experlraentally 
established concept of conflict resolution. 
In the first instance the whole sample population was tested for 
differences In the time taken to resolve the three types of conflict. For 
this puvpose Kruskal Wallis one way analysis was applied on the whole 
sample population. 
TABLE 3.1 
Showing the significance of differences In three 
types of conflicts 
Categories or Mean of the Value of H (Kruskal 
types of conflicts scores (time Ma 11 is one way 
compared In seconds) analysis of variance) 
Approach -Approach 5.116 
Approach-Avoidance 5.255 .919 
Avoidance-Avoidance 5.29ft 
Insignificant at .01 level. 
Hypothesis : Ho 3.1 - The sample population does not differ In the 
time taken to resolve the three types of 
conflicts. 
As a result of the application of Kruskal Wallis one way analysis 
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of vnrlsnee the value of *H* was found to be .919i whfeh tg stattstleally 
InstQnffieant. This shows that there are no stgnlfleant difference in 
the time taken to resolve the three tjrpes of oonflicts. Ho. 3.1* 
therefore) stands aeee!>ted. 
The next step in the analysis of the data obtained for conflict 
resolution was to compare the indecision and indecisive subjects for 
the average time takwj to resolve conflict. For the purposes of this 
analysis the time taken to resolve the three types of conflicts was 
averagedf as no differences were found to exist for the time tekan to 
resolve the different types of conflicts. 
The follow1n«r null-hypothesis was set up to test the differences: 
Ho. 3.2 : Subjects exhibiting vocational indecision and Indeoisiveness 
do not differ in the time taken to resolve conflict. 
TABl£ 3.2 
Showing *t* value between qronp ECT and ENCI for 
conflict resolution time 
N Croups Compared Mean • • • 
18 EC I 7.444 993 
7 ENC T 7.714 ' 
Insignificant at both the levels (.01 and .05) 
Table 3.2 compares the BCI group with BNCI group. ECT group 
oensists of 18 a d j e c t s of the Experimental Group I who have taken a 
decision and ENC T group consists of 7 subjects of the same group who are 
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s t i l l without a choice. The experimental group I is the group Mhieh 
has been treated with the E.V. Ihereforo} ECI consists of subjects 
who are indecision subjects) whereas subjects in the ENCT group are 
indecisive subjects. The value of 't* being .223 is s t a t i s t i c a l l y 
insignificant i^ich means that the indecision and indecisive subjects 
of the experimental group I do not differ significantly in the time 
taken to resolve conflict. 
TABLE 3.3 
Showing 't* value between EC2 and ENC2 groups 
for confl ict resolution time 
W EC2 7.577 
6 ENC2 10.000 '^^ 
Insignificant at both the levels (.01 and .05) 
Table 3.3 compares EC2 and ENC2 groups. Experimental group 2 
i s a group which has been treated with a l l the tools of this study. 
The 6 subjects in the ENC2 group are the indecisive subjects and the 
19 subjects in the BC2 group are the indecision subjects. The value 
of *t' being .802 is insignificant s t a t i s t i c a l l y . Ifhieh means that 
indecision and indecisive subjects of this study do not differ significantly 
in the time taken to resolve confl ict . 
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s t i l l witliout a choice. The experinental group T is the group which 
has been treated with the E.V. Therefore» BCT consists of sid>Jeets 
who are indecision sid>Jeets» whereas sid>Jeets in the GNCX group are 
indecisive sidtjeets. The value of 't* being .223 is statistically 
insignificant which means that the indecision and indeciflve subjects 
of the experimental group T do not differ significantly in the time taken 
to resolve conflict. 
TABLE 3.3 
lowing 't* value between EC2 and ENC2 groups 
for conflict resolution time 
• *• Compared 
W EC2 T.S77 
6 BNC2 10.00 '^^ 
Insignificant at both the levels (.01 and .OS) 
Table 3.3 compares BC2 and ENC 2 groups. Experimental grotqs 2 is 
a group which has been treated with all the tools of this study. The 6 
subjects in the ENC2 group are the indecisive subjects and the 19 
subjects in the EC2 group are the indecision subjects. The value of *t' 
being .802 is insignificant statistically. Mhich means that indecision 
differ 
and indecisive subjects of this study do not/significantly in the time 
taken to resolve conflict. 
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TABU 3.4 
Showing ' t ' value between group (XT and 
CXCT for eonfliet reselation tine 
'^ o cXt^rU "eaa ' t ' 
10 CCT 34.78 , , , 
15 CNCT 33.627 •**^ 
Insignifieant at both the levels (.01 
and .05). 
TABLE 3.S 
Showing *t* value between group CC2 and 
CNC2 for conflict resolution time 
-- Groups ii;^ ;;;;;; T^, 
eon^ared 
I'll I • I I •' • ' • • I " I « 
11 CCS 12.916 n9Q 
14 CNC2 12,986 
Insignificant at both the levels (.01 
and .05). 
Tables 3.4 and 3.5 eompnre the choice and no choice subjects in 
control group T and control group 2. Control group I is the group which 
has not been treated with any of the tools of this study? whereas Control 
group 2 is the group which has been treated with i.A.S. and V.0.0. The 
Values of ' t ' were found to be .163 and .029 respectively for CCT and 
CNC T and CC2 and CMC2t which are statistically Insignificant. The 
choice and no choice groups of the (k>ntrol group T and control group 2 
do not differ significantly in the tine taken to resolve conflict. 
Ho. 3.2y therefore* stands accepted. 
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In the foregoing analysis (of. tables 3.1 to 3.5) of the 
indecision and indecisive subjects of this stady and the time taken by 
them to resolve eonflictt no relationship was found to exist. Some of 
the studies for example that of Kamano and Galesburg (1963) have clearly 
concluded that **Ss h i ^ in both ED (Ego Disjunction) and MA (Manifest 
Anxiety) required significantly more tine to resolve Approach*Approach 
and Avoidance-Avoidance conflicts than Ss hi#) in only one determinant 
but low in the other..." Some of the previous studies like those 
of Hovland and Sears (19%)y Murray and Burkun (1955) and others have 
suggested that high majifest anxiety subjects experience more difficulty 
in resolving conflicts than low manifest anxiety subjects. 
Although establishing a relationship between high manifest 
anxiety and conflict resolution time was not one of the major problems 
of this studyt i t is being investigated here only in a subsidiary mannert 
which may academicallyt prove interesting. 
TABLE 3.6 
Showing ' t ' value for conflict resolution 
time between ECI and CCl groups. 
Groups u^ gn ,^. 
compared 
18 
10 
ECI 
CCl 
7.444 
34.7R 
6.195 
Significant at both the levels (.01 and 
.05). 
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Table 3.6 eompares the mean time taken to resolve confHct» of 
BCT and CCT group. BCT i« a low anxiety group and CCl a high anxiety 
one (ef. tables 2.17 and 2.15 respectively). The value of *t* being 
6.195 is statistically significant. 
Differences in the oean tirae» taken to resolve conflictii of 
ENCI and CNC T group are also statistically significant as the value of 
' f is 4.06. 
TABLE 3.T 
lowing ' t ' value for conflict resolution time 
between group ENCl and group CNCl 
N Gtovps gga„ . f 
compared 
7 ENCl 7.714 
15 CNCl 33.627 4.06 
Sipificant at both the levels (.01 and .05) 
In both the eases the Indecision and indecisive subjects of 
two main groupstthat is* Experimental X and Control I are being 
compared. As in both the eases the experimental group is a low anxiety 
group and the control group a high anxiety onei the differences seem 
to be the function of anxiety rather than being the combined effect 
of indecision or indecisiveness and high anxiety. 
Table 3.fl compares the BC2 group with the CC2 gironp. BC2 group 
<s a low anxiety group and CC2 group of subjects lying among the 
borderline cases of anxiety (cf. tables 2.IP and 2.16) as determined 
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by the euttlnfi points we have worked out to differenCtate Vtight Low 
and Borderline sife|eets on the basis of Slnha*s manifest anxiety scale. 
TABL8 3.ft 
Showlrig *t* value for eonfllet resolution 
time between group EC2 and group CC2 
^ oo^laTed «e.n ' t ' 
19 EC 2 7.B77 - -« 
11 CC 2 12.916 ^'^ 
Siplfleant at .OS level and insIgnIf!cant 
at ,01 level. 
The ' t ' value being 2.S3 Is fust significant statistically 
showing that these groups differ In the time taken to resolve eonfllet. 
TABLE 3.9 
Showing 't ' value for conflict resolution 
tine between group BNC2 and group CNC2 
6 ENC2 10.00 -ft. 
14 CNC2 12.986 -'"^ 
Insignificant at both the levels (.01 and 
.05). 
Table 3.9 compares the ENC2 and CNC2 sub-groups» both of which 
happen to be consisting of high anxiety si^jects (ef. tables 2.16 and 
2.16). The *t* value beinn .704» the two groups do not differ in any 
statistically significant manner in the time taken to resolve conflict. 
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TABLE 3.10 
Showfno ' t* value for c o n f l i c t reso lut ion 
time between group ECl and group CC2 
compared 
18 ECl 7.444 
2 440 
11 CC2 12.916 
Significant at .05 level. 
Table 3.10 compares ECl and CC2 sub-groups. ECl is a low anxiety 
group and CC2 a borderline group (cf. tables 2.17» 2.16). The ' t ' value 
being 2.440t the difference in the tine taken to resolve conflict by the 
two groups is just significant statistically. 
TABLE 3.11 
SaiowlAg 't ' value for conflict resolution 
time between group E71C1 and group CNC2 
N ^^^IA «ean ' t ' 
compared 
7 ENCl 7.714 
2 01 14 CNC2 12.9fl6 
Insignificant at both the levels ( .05 and 
.01) . 
Table 3.11 compares ENCl and CNC2 groups. Although ENCl i s 
a low-anxiety group and CNC2 a high anxiety one (ef . tables 2.17 and 
2.16)» yet the two groups do not di f fer in any s t a t i s t i c a l l y manner in 
the time taken to resolve confUctt as ' t ' value i s only 2 .01 . 
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TABLE 3.12 
Showing *t' valie for eonfliet resolation 
time between groop EC2 and group CCl 
coMpayM 
19 EC2 7.577 
10 CCl 34.7B ^'^^ 
Signlf feant at both the l e v e l s (.OS and 
. 0 1 ) . 
Table 3.12 compares EC2 and CCl. EC2 Is a low anxiety group 
and CCl a high anxiety one ( c f . tables 2 .15 and 2 . 1 8 ) . The value of 
' t ' being 6.211f the two groups differ in an statistically significant 
manner in the time taken to resolve conflict. 
TABLE 3.13 
Showing *t' value for eonfliet resolution 
time between group ENC2 and group CNCI 
6 ENC2 10.00 g 2^ 
15 CNCI 33 .627 
Significant at both the levels (.05 and .01) 
Table 3.13 compares the t3iC2 and CNCI sub-groapSf both of which 
are h i ^ anxiety groups (cf. tables 2.16f 2.18). In spite of both of 
the 
these groups being high anxiety grottos»/two differ very significantly in 
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the time taken to resolve eonflietf as *t' value is 3.26. 
This analysis in terms of the levels of anxiety and the time 
taken to resolve conflict does not five any clear-cut picture. It 
presents mixed results and shows that sometimes even the high anxiety 
groups differ in the time taken to resolve conflict* whereas in other 
eases even the low and the h t ^ anxiety groups do not shos^any signi-
ficant difference in the time taken to resolve a conflict. 
As this aspect of the analysis is only subsidiary for the 
purpose of this study* and the findings of previous studies* as pointed 
out earlier* show a number of other variables to be related in an 
important manner in the relationship of these two variables (anxiety and 
conflict resolution)* further detailed investigations on those lines 
may resolve some of the issues involved in the relationship between 
anxiety and the time taken to resolve conflict. 
CBAPTER . V 
IB orde? to study indecision and indecisiveness of vocational 
choice in relation to anxiety and conflict resolution and certain 
ether variables liket oeonpattonal information and vocational maturUyi 
certain hypothes9» were set up. 
This study for the purposes of aaalysts of results and 
hypotheses testing was divided into two parts. The analysts of the 
first phase has been given in appendix A . The conelustons arrived 
at in the first phase of the study are enumerated below from 1 to 8. 
In the fourth chapter of this dissertation the results of the second 
phase have been dtscussed and interpreted. Conclusions arrived at 
as a result of the second phase of this study are enumerated below 
from 9 to 13. 
Cenelusioas arrived at on the basis of the first nhace of the study 
1. Lew and h i ^ levels of anxiety by themselves show a mixed trend in 
indicating indecision and indeeisiveaess. 
2. Oeeupattonal information which is our experimental variable^ 
does show its effectiveness in discriminating between Indecision and 
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Indeeisitre tabjeots. 
3. Adsfnistratlon of IAS and VDQ does not Influence or blur the 
effect of the experimental variable on the decision making process 
of our subjects. 
4. The interaction effect of MAS and VDQ does not in an statistical 
manner influence the effectiveness of the experimental variable. 
5. Subjects do not differ in their dioice behaviour regarding 
indecision and indeeisivenessf as a result of the administration 
of HAS and VDQ. 
6. Those subjects of our study to whom MASt VDQ and EV have been 
administered differ in statistically significant manner from those 
to whom these three tools have not been administered. 
7. Those subjects of our study to irfiom MAS and VDQ have been adminis-
tered differ in a statistically slgniflennt manner in their choice 
bdiavlour from those i«ho have been treated with only the experimental 
variable. 
8. The differences in the whole universe population regarding choice 
behaviour are highly significant statistically. 
CoBclusions arrived >t en the basis of the second phase of the study 
9 . There are no significant differences in the level of matarity 
of the subjects in control group II and experimental group II. 
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10. Tlie E.V. eonpled with the ntturity variable enhances the 
effeet of the maturity variable on the choice behavioar of the 
snbjeett of this stndy. The maturity variable by itself or iaeoa-
junetion with MAS does not help or hinder the effeet of the maturity 
variable on the ehoiee behaviour of the subjects of this study. 
11. The effeet of levels of anxiety showd a mixed trend and suggests 
a curvilinear relationship between anxiety and choice behaviour. 
Anxiety levels in conjuetlon with the E.V. do influence the choice 
behaviour of the subjects of this study. 
12. The sample of the study taken as a whole does not differ in 
the time taken to resolve the three types of conflict. 
13. The indecisive and indecision subjects do not differ in the 
time taken to resolve conflict however the flndtnqs regarding the 
relationship between anxiety and the tine taken to resolve conflict 
presents a mixed trend. 
As far as the pr^lem of indecision and indecisiveness is 
eoneemed the results of this study strongly and definitely indicate 
trends regarding the importance of the role of anxiety. The results 
also show that the experimental approach to the problem and the 
paradign O" the lines of which this study was conducted are fruitful 
approaches and proved rewarding in sifting out» in a scimtlf le maanert 
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subjects showing the eharaeterlsties of indecision and indeclsiveness. 
The iaportanee of relating the concepts of indecision and 
indecisivoiess to such an experimentally established concept as 
conflict resolution was taken up in the second phase of this study. 
We have not be«i able to get elenr cut results In this respect. But) 
to the alnd of the present investlgatort the study of this relation-
ship seems to be too itnportant to be left here* further studies 
in this sphere of the problem are imperative. The present Investigator 
has himself planned a few in this field which may very soon be in 
print. 
Sugqestieas for further study 
1. The results of the present study strongly suggest a curvilinear 
relationship between Indeelslon and Indeclsiveness and anxiety. This 
trend warrants a further study of the pr(ri»lem. A vocational anxiety 
scale) rather than the manifest anxiety scale employed In this study* 
seems to be a better tool for the study of such a relationship. 
2. A change in smpling technique like that of stratified sampling 
•ay prove rewarding to study the relationship between indecision and 
Indeclsiveness and types of conflict resolution. 
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3. A study of the level of eertainity of • ehoice is another 
interesting aspect which requires a thorou«|h investigation. A 
perusal of the literature shows that there are only two important 
studies of level of certainity that of Hoyt (19B5) and Wolff (1955). 
4. A study of such concepts as level of aspiration* ego dis-
junction and self-concept in relation to indecision and indeeisivenesst 
anxiety and types of conflict resolution may open up entirely new 
fields of investigation. 
5. Although the present study is only the first step in the 
direction of experimental investigation of the problem of vocational 
choieof yet i t is the crucial first step. This line of attack on the 
problem may open up large possibilities. Further changes in the 
design of experimental studies of these issues may prove interesting 
and hi0)ly rewarding. 
S ON M A R Y 
The pMvpose of this iavmtfqttlon mt to stady th« of foot of 
voettional diolee tltnatloas opoa daettton aalclng. This ctailjr has beea 
aadartaken to iavastlgate the effect of sneh variables as voeattoaal 
m«tarlty,a8Blfe8t aaxlety and eiqiertmeBta) treatoentt oaaeljr tafoniattoa 
regarding the world of worlct on vocational choice and to verify the 
iRcideaee of Indecision and Indeeistveaess la the 'No Choice groiq** 
which has been fonialated on the basis of the first adMintstrntion of 
Tro«*s vocational choice Inventory (VCT) to the sample population. 
A fen sarvey type and soae field studies of the decision making 
process have been aadertaken in our coantry. ITe have for the first 
tine nndtrtaken an experlnental stady of the decision «aklag process. 
The e^erinental variable (iafomation regarding the world of wort) of 
this study does provide aa laportaat clue to the vacillation of our 
youth in the present day society. A survey of earlier studies bas 
shown thst there is no systematic experlnental study in the field of 
vocational diotce as yet. 
No esnyirieal study of iadeelsion and iadeelsiveaess has been 
•ade so far. Several theoretical articles have b e^n written. Carter 
(1944) stated laabillty to aiake a choice Is not a natter of chaaee. 
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voeatfoaal <^oiee ts Integrated nith other espeett of develoftnent. 
Expertmental support for t1)e«e propotltfons about vocational Indeefalon 
and 1ndeefs1vene»» Is alsost non.existent. The only studies avatlable 
are those bf 6essel et a l . t iWM and Maekajre (W77}, The result of 
these studies «re only partfal end fra^tentary. Tyler (1961) has 
proposed that there are at least four factors which mtf produce stnte 
of Indeelston. We have added the fifth factor In the fom of the 
experlsaental varfsble of our study reftardla^ the world of wortr In 
geaersl. 
Crites hos quoted Coodstefn (1966) who has suggested an experi-
mental paradlgfa of research la the field of vocational choice. On these 
suQQested lines this study has been conducted. This paradlQa oakes I t 
possible to delineate md define the 'indecisive* and indecision subjects 
In tems of the role played by anxiety. In the fomer 'antecedent 
anxiety' as a personality trait seems to be at worfti while In the latter 
lack of Infonaatlon and preparation hinders the choice aablng process 
and arouses sttbse<)uent anxiety. 
Studies carried out In this field have used the quMtioenaire 
technique for collecting data* and this technique remains s t i l l In 
vogue. Vocational developnent questionnaire was constructed to study 
the vocational Maturity of subjects. V.C.T. and M.A.S. were also used. 
This Investiqatlott tries to tackle the problea of vocational Indecision 
aad Indeelslveness la Its various aspects and has enployed sophisticated 
statistical tachaiques In aaalyslnq and laterpretiaq the data obtained. 
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Three ttatffltfesl te<^etcfttes have been enployedt vtz.i the Chf-gqnsre* 
Kratkall tfalHs one way analysis of variance and eritleal ratio *CS' 
or ' t ' . 
A representative saople of 100 trndergradaates of B.Se.i B.Con. 
and B.A.t ttom the Ali^at^ aosllia Qalversttyi Allgarhf wore taken as 
the taciple of this study. 
The results of the stattstlesi analysis are presented in the 
2 form of tables. The first table Is X table which deals with the oaturity 
variable, tn the ease of the analysis of data for the inter-groop 
comparisons for naturlty varteble* *t* teat lies been employed. 
The resalts of lo-oronp eoqpsrison for aatority variable are 
given in tables 1.16 to I.IR. In the same way the results for anxiety 
variable are given in tables 2 to 2.16. 
In the ease of the analysis of the data refiarding conflict 
retoltttion tiae the *t* test and Kraslcal Hsllis one way analysis of 
variance wns used. Tables 3.1 to 3.13 give results regarding this 
category. 
The study wns conducted in two phases. Results of the first 
phase of the study are 0ven in Appendix A. As far as the problem of 
indecision and indeeisiveaess is concerned the results of this study 
strongly and definitely indicate trends regarding the ia^ortance of 
the role of anxiety. The results also show that this experlwental 
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•pproaeh to the problw and the pttailgn oa ttie lines of whfeh ttils 
• tady wes eondueted are frottftil appronetiet and proved rewarding la 
slftlttci ooti In a aelentifle aannert subjeets ahowfnQ the ebaraeterlstlet 
of ladeefaion and ladeelsivenMS'(PIrat phase Appeadfx *A*). 
the Ifflportanee of relatla^ the eoneepts of tadeelsloa and 
tRdeefslveaess to stteh an experimentally established eoneept as eonfllet 
resolution was taken op in the second phase of this study. Resalts 
arrived att In this seeond phase of the study are not nnequtvoeali and 
suggest a nuraber of posslbilltlest tihteh are ^f in i te ly worth pnrsainn 
la this area of vocational psychology. 
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APPENDIX . A 
FIRST PHASE OF THE STUDT 
DISCDSSION AND INTEBPBETATION OF BESDLTS 
As has already been stated that problems in the f ield of 
vocational choice are not easy to lend themselves to experimental desi^is, 
Although there are few experiaenta,l studies in the extensive research 
l iterature available on vocational choice* it i s howeveri possible to 
design e^erimental studies in this field) we have takeo up for our 
study the univariate experimental paradipi suggested by Goodstein. 
TABU I 
Hypothesis : There are no significant differences in the choice 
behaviour of Low and H i ^ anxiety subjects as a 
result of providing occupational information (E.V.) 
Number of 
SubJ eets Groups No {%ange Change 
Experimental 11 « 20 
Control 11 « 17 ^^ ^^ ^ *"'^ *«*y 
Experimenta TI 
Control II 
37 
5 
—L. 
13 
Low Anxiety 
60 
15 22 
.039 
gftsults : Insipifleant at both the levels (.01 and .05) 
H 
Ho states that there are no significant differences In the 
choice bdiaviour of lew and hi^^ anxiety subjects as a result of 
providing occupational informationCE.V.). 
In order to test Ho. Control Group IT of the investigation was 
compared with Experinental Groap II. M.A.S. and V.D.Q. were administered 
to both the groapsf lAereas occupational Infonaation was provided to 
only the experimental group II. When all the 50 subjects of the two 
groups were divided along levels of anxiety there was found to be pre-
pondranee of high anxiety subjects numbering as much as 37 whereas there 
were only 13 low anxiety sd)Jeets. On the second adninistration of V.C.I, 
it was found that 22 h i ^ anxiety subjects and B low anxiety subjects 
changed from no»deeision to a definite vocational decision. Nhen the 
result was put to a Chi-sqpare test} it was found that there are no 
statistically significant differences between the two groups. Hence Ho 
stands accepted. 
Along the anxiety levels when the two groups are combined the 
statist ical results show no significant differences. A look at Tkble 1 
shows that within the hifjh anxiety group there are 20 sdl>Jeets who are 
from experimental group IT and 17 subjects who belong to the Control 
Group II. Anxiety scores ef the subject along group lines (data not 
given in the table) shows that out of the 20 high anxiety subjects ef 
Experimental group lit 15 changed to a definite vocational decision} 
whereas seven (7) out of 17 high anxiety subjects of control group IT 
changed to a definite vocational decision. Similarly 3 out of S lew 
! t i 
«axi«ty tnbjeets of experlnental groap t l and S ant of 6 lew anxiety 
Bubjeett of Control groap II ehan^d to a definite vocational deeiaton. 
No itatUtleal treatment was given to the high and low anxiety 
sabjeets along experlnental and control groupst as the nwnber of subjeett 
in each eolann would have dwindled to a very low gnantam. Had sueh 
treatment been possible the results would have Ranged to statistical 
significance. It Is however) clear that a h i^er proportion of subjects 
who were provided occupational infomation changed to a definite vocational 
decision. No doubt that almost B) % »t the subjects who were not treated 
with experimental variable also changed to a definite vocational decision. 
It is no doubt iot possible to make any generalization regarding the role 
of anxiety due to an uneven distribution of high and low anxiety subjects. 
Although the data also do not provide any definite clue to the job of 
the experimental variable in descrimlnating the indecision and indecisl* 
veness of the subjects yet i t does provide some evidence towards the 
trend that such a discrlnination may be possible with larger groups dis-
tributed more evenly along anxiety levels. The hypothesis therefore 
requires further rigorous investigation. 
TABLE 2 
Hypothesis : Hiere are no significant differences between the choice 
behaviour of the sidojects as a result of providing occu-
pational information (E.V.), 
No.of subjects 
25 
25 
SO 
Groups 
Control I 
Experimental I 
No change 
15 
7 
Ghange 
10 
IB 
X^ « 3.97 
Besultf : Sipificant at .05 level. 
I T 
Ho. states that ttiere are BO stgnlfieaat diffarenees between 
the ehoiee behaviour of the sid>Jeets as a result of providint; oeeapatfoaal 
information (E.V,). 
Dnder this hypothesis we are comparing the Control I and 
Experimental I group of our study. In contrast to our comparisons of 
Control group II and Bxpertnental group II uader Bo where the subjects 
of both the groups were given M.A.S. and V.D.Q. betht aad then the 
Experimental group II which was also given the oeeupatioaal Infornatlon 
(E.V.) was compared with Control group II. Here both the groups have 
not been given either M.A.S. or V.D.Q. but the experimental groi^ I has 
been treated with the experimental variable that is occupational 
infonnation. The statistical treatment shows that the value of the 
Chi-square which is 3.97 is.significant at .OS level and therefore Ho. 
stands rejected. 
ROg compares the Control I and &q)erimMtal groap I to both of 
which neither H.A.S. nor V.D.Q. have been administered. Beth groups 
were given V.C.I.f after which only the experimental group I was 
treated with the experimental variable. This comparison provides a test 
of the effectiveness of the experimental variable without the 
admixture or interaction effect of any ether variable. The result ef 
the statistical test ahows slgalficaat differences In the subsequent 
choice behaviour ef the sabjects (secead admlalstratlon of V.C.I.). As 
He. stands rejected the result provides an evidence ef the poteaey or 
effectiveness of the experimental variable to discriminate between 
Indecision and Indecisive sabjects. 
TABLE 3 
Hypothesis : There are no signlf^eant differeaees in the ehoiee 
behaviour of the sid>Jeets having the Infomfltloa 
effect of experimental variable with thd without 
the effect of M.A.S. and V.D.Q. 
No. of subjects Groups 
25 
25 
SO 
X at 0 
Bxperlaental I 
Experimental Tl 
Insignificant at both the levels 
No change 
7 
6 
(.01 and , .05 
Change 
18 
19 
levels) . 
Ho« States that there are no significant differences in the 
choice behaviour of the subjects having the infomation effect of 
experimental variable with and without the effect of M.A.S. and V.D.Q. 
H04 tests the ^oice behaviour differences between experimental 
group T and experlmenttl group II. After the first administration 
of the V.C.I, the experimental group I was treated only with the expert* 
mental variable lAereas to the experimental group TI H.A.S, and V.D.Q. 
were also administeredi in addition to its being treated with the 
experimental variable. Any significant difference which may be found 
la comparing the choice behaviour ef the two groups may provide an 
evidence of the effect of the two.tests that is il.A.S.and V.D.Q. in 
bringing about the ehanoe in the choice behaviour of these two groups. 
The value of Chi-square being serof H;^ which is insignificant at both 
vi 
the levels (.05 and .01 level) h ^ stands aeeepted. It aeyt therefore* 
be concluded that mere administration of M.A.S. and V.D.Q. does not 
effect any change In the choice behaviour of the subjects of these 
two gronps. 
TABLE 4 
Hypothesis : There are no significant differences tn the dioice 
bdiavlour of the subjects with the interaction 
effect of H.A.S. and V.D.Q. and with and without 
the effect of the experimental variable. 
No.of subjects 
25 
25 
50 
X^  » 4.08 
Groups 
Control IT 
Experimental II 
S ip i f l eant at .05 level . 
No change 
14 
6 
Change 
11 
19 
Ro. States that there are no significant difference in the 4 
choice behaviour of the subjects with the interaction effect of M.A.S. 
and V.D.Q. and with and without the effect of the experimental 
variable. The comparisons under Ro. are of the sane groupt viz.» 
Control group II and Experimental group II as those under Ho Dader 
Ho. the results were found to be insignificant because there was an 
intermingling of the subjects of the two groups as a result of their 
levels of anxiety as shown by their scores en the M.A.S. As a matter 
of fact the comparison under HOj was not confined to the groups but 
to the hif^ and lew anxiety sidbjeets irrespective of the fact that to 
vii 
which groip dtd they belongt lAereat under Ho. the eofflparlson fs 
between the Control gronp IT and B]q)erlBental groap TI in terms of 
the experimental variable and the administration of V.O.Q. and M.A.S. 
irrespective of the scores obtained by the subjects on IS.A.S. Here 
we are concerned with finding out the Interaction effect of the 
administration of H.A.S. and V.D.Q. in relation to the experimental 
variable. To both the Control Group II and the Experimental Group II} 
M.A.S. and V.D.Q. were aAoinistered and the Experimental group TI was 
also treated with the experimental variable in order to find out tritether 
the administration of M.A.S. and V.D.Q. interferes in any s lplf icant 
manner with the effect of the experimental variable. We find that the 
value of the ChLsquare is 4.08 which is h l^ ly significant at .05 
level and therefore Ho. stands rejected. In other words this means 
that there are in spite of aAninlstratlon of V.D.Q. and M.A.S. to both 
the groupsf differences in the choice behaviour of those who have been 
treated with the experimental variable and those who have not been 
treated with the experimental variable. 
This is a finding which is corroborated by our findings on Ho. 
which compared Control group I and Experimental group I . Control 
group I and Experimental group I are the groups to both of which M.A.S. 
and V.D.Q. were not adain is tared. Only Escperimental group I was treated 
with the experimental variable. The value of Chi-square under Ho^  was 
3.97} the result was sifpitficant at.05 level and Ho^  like Ho. was also 
rejected. We find that under Ho^  the value of the Chl-square Is 4.08 
and the result hi^ly signlfieaat. This value of the Chi-sifuare under 
vii i 
Ho^  i« • l i t t l e hf^er than the value of the Oht-iquare under He .^ 
The eonparitoRs of the values of the Chfogquares of the hjrpothesei 
under comparison do show a difference of only .11. This gain In 
quantiBo of the value of tke Chi->square may be ascribed to the inter-
action effect of the a<lain1stration of R.A.S. and V.D.Q. This gain in 
value being statistfeelly insignificant does not in any way influences 
the operation of the effect of the experimental variable, hc»ee our 
findings under Ho. stand strengthened and corroborated by the findings 
under Ho .^ 
TABLE S 
Hypothesis r There are no significant differences between the 
choice behaviour of the sid>Jects with and without 
M.A.S. and V.D.Q. 
No.of subjects 
25 
25 
50 
Groups No change 
Control I 15 
Control II 14 
X^  « 0 
Results : Tasionificant at both the levels (.01 and 
Change 
10 
11 
.05) 
HOg states that there are no significant differences between 
the choice behaviour ef the subjects with and without i.A.S. and V.D.Q. 
Oader Hog Control group I and Control group II are being 
compared in order to find out whether administration of M.A.S. and V.D.Q. 
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briags about any significant differences in the choice behaviour of 
the subjects. Control group I is a random group carried out of the 
universe population after the first adoinistratioa of V.C.I.t and has 
not been administered or treated with any other tools employed in this 
study. Whereas Control group TT is a group to which after the first 
atteiinistration of V.C.T.f II.A.S. and V.D.Q. have also been administered. 
It has been hypothesised that in case M.A.S. and V.D.Q. bring about any 
changes in the choice behaviour of the subjects they will significantly 
differ from the subjects of the control group T to whom the two tools 
have not been administered. The value of the Chi-square being ssero 
the result is insignificant at both .01 and .05 levelst hence Ho. 
stands accepted. 
Results of HOn* Ho^ t Ho^  and Hog corroborate one another and 
clearly establish the effectiveness of the experimental variable and 
the inconsequential nature of the interaction effect or interference 
capacity of M.A.S. and V.D:Q. 
TABLE 6 
Rupothesis : There are no sigaificant differences in the choice 
behaviour of subjects with M.A.S.t V.D.Q. and E.V. 
and those without M.A.S.f V.D.Q. and E.V. 
No.of Sid)jeets 
25 
25 
50 
Groups 
Control I 
Experimental IT 
X^  « 5.25 
Results : Si ipifleant at .05 IAVOI 
No change 
15 
6 
Change 
10 
19 
Ro> states that there are no significant differences in the 
choice bdtaviour of subjects with II.A.S.» V.D.Q. and E.V. and those 
without M.A.S.t V.O.Q.} and E.V. 
Under Ho^  we are comparing the Control group T and Experimental 
group TT. Control group I is a group to which after the first adminis-
tration of V.C.X. neither 19.A.S. and V.D.Q. have been administered nor 
has it been treated with the experimental variable. Whereas the experi-
mental group TI is the one to which both H.A.S. and V.D.Q. have been 
administered and which has also been treated with the experimental 
variable. 
The value of the Oii-square is 5.25 which is highly isgnificant 
at .05 level and therefore Ho^  stands rejected. 
When we compare the results of statistical treatment of Tables 
4 and 6 we find that the quantum of the value of Chi^square in the case 
of Table 6 has been enhanced as much as 1.17. This ahows that althou^ 
the interaction effect of M.A.S. and V.D.Q. as found in comparing 
Tables 2 and 4 was only . l l f but it has be«i enhanced to 1.17. Mhen 
M.A.S. and V.D.Q. have been combined with the experimental variable. 
However* even this enhanced effect«that Is 1.17, is also much below the 
minimum value of the Chi-square required to make it statistically 
significant. The results hare also therefore corroborate the earlier 
results that the experimental variable does effect the choice behaviour 
•f eur subjects. 
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TABLE T 
Hypetfresis : There are no sfgaiftcsBt dlffereneet in the eholee 
behaviour of sabjeets with only i.A.S. and V.O.Q, 
and those with only E.V. 
No. of tabjeeta Groaps No dtaage Change 
25 Control II 14 11 
2S Experiments T t 18 
50 
X^ » 2.95 
Besalts : laslgnifleant at both the lerels (.01 and .05) 
Ho- statea that there are no significant differences in the 
choice behaviour of subjects with only M.A.S. and V.D.Q. and those 
with only E.V. 
In this analysis we are comparing Control group II and Experi-
mental group 1> Control Group IT is the group to which R.A.S. and 
V.D.Q. have been administered whereas experimental group I is the group 
to which M.A.S. and V.D.Q. have not been administered but iriilch has 
been treated with only the experimental variable. The value of the 
Chi'Square is 2.95 which is insignificant at both the levels. Therefore» 
Ho^  stands accepted. 
The value of the Chi-tqaare in order to be significant should 
have been 3.R4 thereforet the value here falls short by .99. If we compare 
this restilt with our results la Table No. 2t we find that it falls short 
by 1.02* la Table No. 2> the experimental variable was found to be 
xll 
potent to brlncj about sipiifieaiit difference* in the choice behaviour 
of our sttbjeety whereat here It teemt that It is not differentiating 
the two groups. This nay be so because of the effect of the administra-
tion of M.A.S. and V.D.Q. to Control group IT. It has been found that 
the administration of M.A.S. and V.D.Q. works in the same direction 
in which the experimental variable works (reference Tables 2 and 6). 
It may however be pointed out that with larger samples} even 
under these conditionst the experimental variable may prove effective 
enoui^ to differentiate between the choice behaviour of such groups. 
Evidence to eorraborate such findings has been provided by our analysis 
of the results found under the over all analysis in Table No. 0. 
TABLSB 
Hypothesis : There are no sipif icant differences in the choice 
behaviour of all the four groups taken together as 
a whole. 
No. of subjects Groups No choice Choice 
25 
25 
25 
25 
100 
X^  m 12.5T2 
Control I 
Experimental t 
Control II 
Experimental II 
!^ ii%}.U,* Significant at both the levels (.01 and 
15 
7 
14 
6 
.05) . 
10 
18 
11 
19 
xiii 
Ho^  States that there are no s fpi f lcsat dffferenees in the 
choice behaviour of all the fonr groaps takea together as a ithole. 
Oader Ho^  the Chf-sqaare for the entire group has been calculated 
in order to find out whether there are statistically significant 
differences In the choice behaviour of Control groups and the 
experffflental groups. 
The value of the Chi-sqaare being 12.572 is highly significant 
at .01 level and thereloret ROg stands rejected. Tn other words the 
differences In the choice behaviour of the control and the experiaental 
groups are statistically significant) which shows that the e^qoerimental 
variable is strong enou i^ to bring about differences in the desired 
direction in the choice behaviour of the groups so treated. No doubt 
the overall effect is a eonbiaed effect of the experimental variable 
and the Interaction effect of the administration of M.A.S. and V.D.Q. 
But i t has been found out in our analysis of Tablesi 2t 4f 5 and 6 that 
the interaction effect of the a (fan inistration of M.A.S. and V.D.Q. is 
not sufficient eneu^ so as to be statistically significant. 
The analysis of Table 7 no doid>t shows that the adninistratien 
of M.A.S. and V.D.Q. does reader the effect ef experimental variable 
statistically insignfficaat. But the qaaataa ©f the value of the 
Chi-sqaare which is required to aake the Chi-square value significant 
in this case alsot is less than 1» had the groups bem larger the value 
ef the Chi-squsre would easily have been enhanced to render it statis-
tically sigaiflcaat. Mien the aver all significance was tested aader 
xiv 
Ho whieli Is a larger gronp as eonpsred to all other group eoaparltonsf 
we find that the valne of the Qil-sqaare has been r«idered highly 
significant. This Is a piece of evidence which eorraborates ear 
eenjeetore that had the group been larger for the conparisons under 
Ho. the valne of the Chl-square would have been rendered statistically 
significant. 
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% t(- fjiifr ^jfr arq^r ^ m ^^ ^^r^ "^crfr 
^4- ql^ ^ t l «ifr »ra-Ri2?t §gtt ^ ^ 1 ^ ^?rr 
^c« ipifr ^ ^ aRiTFnr ^  ^:#r^\ r^eiT gi ^t = ^ 
^£- ^ art^ ciT ^T g»raT t 1|i s^t g ^ *rflr 
7^ nrnr *T ^ f i ^f ^ t 
XYill 
^%- t^ gY ^ T^P m triTPT $f*?cl §5^1 
^?- aRgi «rrr f r H^ dici-r t i f t =nff 
^«- ^ «5»ifr ^ f r «Tq ^\ «rraT t t^ =r^  f'^ 
^x ^ Of? TfT t i ^f =rfr 
^^- *»fr *»fr t^^T * f^ TT^ g!^ =ff«r =rfr 
aTRfr I wt ^ 
90- igfr si«^  ^ «i| ( ft^, Bfoz^m, mfrm) 
^ f W n q^Tfr wVr t i wt ^ t 
9^- *ifr ^»fr ^ «j|ci ^ wY ;j35iT SI wt =fwt 
9^- ggit ¥Y ' r a f ^ qi 4Y «f ^ 1^=!rr wY snrrr 
f i wt =T^ 
33- sfc^ *TH f lY ^ *rrr 'f^  S '^ ^J^T t i wt =r^ 
?H- apRIT ^ ^ T I^TciT t t^ ^ f t l =1^ 
XX 
V4- <pfr ¥ f r r^ WCHT 3%fi|ci W'NTCIT i 1^ 'QTqr 
QTqr "^m # T qTcIT I ^t 'T '^t 
v«- 5 ^ cg-s^ wlTt ^ ar'^ nfTT art?3SP arrc«r ^^ "r^ r 
( ) wtcfr t i ^-f 'i '^Y 
«£- g5^ sfi?^  3 ^ r f i$i |^ 1% -^re =rwt t i wt Twt 
\(\(- *HY §i«fr ^ ^ T wm % % ^ «HT^  f t 
11% f I t^ ^'t 
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«£- *»ft ^ t ^ 21? ^ *tmx ^'^'H wY T^RiT f 1^ 
4^- ^ W " cifTf^-fciqY «? «i^T m^ Hft ^xm 
^5- ^ ai^T ^ 1^ "^ =^  ^'Y K^ '^Y t 1% ^ ^;^ 
^ ^^X T^ 'Y | i ^Y =f#Y 
43- i^qY *4Y g ^ ^ T ^J^T t 1li ^ ^ft^i §?T 
-fti? cfHT ?YaT t ?!Y ^ Ej^Tfe: wYciY h wf =Ti'Y 
4'i- *ifr ^^^i^ff ^ T wY T^?Pr t 1^ ^Y f» t ^ 
44- ^ 2f q,«r| r^qr ^-PT *ifiT | ^Y f ^ qY^Tfr 
li^ '^Y t 1^ s^Y «wr *t«Tr r^r m^'Y I wt =#Y 
jfii^rr | i wt = 1 ^ 
xadLi 
4F- cfVrt *^  sf)^ »ft ^ art^?!^ 3^m m^^ ?TC!T 
1^^1^ f r f ^ ?itfq qt 8n[% ^t W T t eft ^ 
©0- qiifr ^iifr ^ | f ^ f-pff ^ H'^'H I t srraT { 
15?- !?|?r ^Tl ^ T wtciT t -^ ^ ?iTqr9Tqr 5 ^ 
m* ^ M t ^ ^ T ^*N ter I 1^ ^ 1 '^V qi-pi 
«4- <«9qrg f i t #i t{3? ^ f ^ 1l'€t -^PT ^ t | ? r 
V3C- IJ ?PlU ^ «fii ^TclT | l ? f =nft 
xxXil 
vse- ^fr w r^at ^ dmj mrr srnrr t i ^f =r?rr 
CO- ^ cfVrt $ ^ " ^ ^t^R^r ^TTT "w^ ^TfT ^-m* 
eB « i ^ 1^ q5wt ciVr «rTT H^q*? g^T?) wt '(ft 
c:j- qivfr jfiifr g2r ^ T ^ ^ T I t^ g^K ^Vr 
C3- ^ ar^t 1^1^ T^T i j 1li *0: HT^ t ^'H' 
cu- ^ 5pi^ T f i z t H'rsfr ^"W ^ tcre n t qft?i"H 
q r ^ ^ ^ T qft?iTT ^ ^rmr f j wt T ^ 
CIS- * f ^ qftf^fcisff ^ ^ ^ g%f^ wY ;j3crr 
xjcir 
l?T f t 5n[^ ""m I f t =T^ 
£U- ^ arqfr ^^§17^ €t ^HY t|trr qrcfi f i f t =Tft 
£4- ^ 1^qfm 1^ ' ( ) ^ 
^tnt ^ 5?i^  * i ^ « ^ | f ^ ^ ^T mm ^1 f t = i^ 
ev9- f4 t gi^- ^ T 5fii f*^ ^cfT # 1^ *rt %%t 
f 1^ RT ^ f r ^^m ^y «J5t I f t T^f'Y 
fifr mvn ^?rr t i f t =Tft 
££- ¥>fr ml' ^ ^ ^t^^T q>iT=r f t ^rrar t 1^ 
S^CiTT =T ^ T J I f t =T^ 
H^ ^ ^K 5?Y qfi^Ti -fr '<^m ^ T f^ N t^ i f t ^'Y 
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APPENDIX C 
CI 
4- 8 
9.13 
14-18 
19-23 
24-28 
29-33 
34-38 
39-43 
44-48 
49-53 
54-58 
59-63 
64-68 
«9-73 
74-78 
T9-83 
4 
2 
1 
2 
4 
5 
4 
4 
3 
8 
6 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
4 
6 
7 
9 
13 
18 
22 
26 
29 
37 
43 
44 
45 
47 
49 
50 
1 t j « e 4 ( - S ^ j S ^ ) I . 23.5 + ( ^^^l " ^ ) 5 
« 23.5 4 ( .3j§- ) B 
•t 23.5 + ^1[*^ « 23.50 + 4.37 
4 
• 27.87 
2 „ . £+ ( M l ^ ) J « 18,5 4 ( ^222 ) s 
i f 4 
. 38.6 4 ( -J-) 5 
« • 38.6 + 4 . gg SQ ^ 3 ^ 
• 42.25 
xxyH 
3. Oj- t f iM±f±) i 
m 53.B + ( 3T.^ • ST ) 5 
• 58.5 • ( - i ^ ) B 
« 53.5 + - ^ ^ ^ 
m 53.80 + 1.25 
« 54.75 
28 and Btlow « low anxiety 
29-54 m Nemal range 
55 wd above « Hf^ anxiety 
xjori i 
APPENDIX D 
DEPARTMENT OP PSTCH0L06Y 
ALIGAin NOSLIM ONtVERSlTY, AUGARH 
VOCATIONAL CHOICE INVENTORY 
( V . C . I , ) 
Name «>.«___«___,____,__>_«_.._«,.___.___«__^^ Cltss . _ 
Father's Ocenpation Sex 
Harried or unmarried _.«__«_.________________««. Religion 
Caste Coming from RURAL or OISAN area 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Please read the following questions about your vocational choice, 
If you do not, have a choice as yettjust write 'Uiidecided' on the line 
provided. If you do have a eholcei give the specific t i t l e of the 
occupatfoni such as *Clerk' or 'I.A.S.* or 'Judge' or 'Magistrate* 
instead of government service. In case you have a choice indicate 
by putting check mark ( / ) besides the statement which shows how 
certain you are about your choice. 
What kind of job do you think you will probably be able to do 
after completing your studies at College or University? 
!• ^ •• BO^  at f l l certain about my choice. 
2. I am fairly certain about my choice. 
3. I am very certain about my choice. 
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APPENDIX E 
DEPAmMENT OF PSYCHOlJOGy 
ALIGAHR MOSLIM DNIVERSITY, ALIGARH 
VOCATTONAL DElfELOPIiENTAL QUESTIONNAIRE 
(V.D.O.) 
P lease mention the Job you expect to enter a f ter completing your 
studies . 
Will you please supply the following information regarding the Job 
you expect to enter after completing your studies:-
1. Mention the degree or the minimum qualifications required to enter 
2. (a) Give the minimum age of entry into the Job __________ 
(b) Give the maximum age of entry into the Job _«.«___««». 
Do you require any other training to enter this Job? Tes/No 
If yes» mention where can you get this training «__«____«»____ 
3 . Miat academic subjects (papers) will prove helpful in entering this Job. 
1 
2 
3 
4. What are the financial requirements of getting the training required 
for this Job ? _____.««,_________«.._____^^ . 
5. Do you possess the financial resources to undergo this training? Yes/No. 
If nO| how would you overcome the financial difficulty ,, 
6. In case the Job you expect to ester requires some sort of private 
practice and establlshnent» do you have the financial resources available 
xxix 
for its fflalntenanee? Yti§/1io If *NO*t how do you propose to over-
come It? _._«___«.__«._____,..,..__.__.«____._^^ 
7. Kill you please meation three Important abilities or interests required 
for success in whieh you expect to enter? 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Do you possess these? Tes/No. 
8. Do you know what are the duties of those who are in the Job you expect to 
enter? Mention such duties: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Do you know what are the other means and institutions that prepare for 
this Job) for example} coaching schoolst Joumalsi training centres* etc. 
etc.? Mention some of these below : 
10. Mention the pay grades of the Job that you ejqfieet to enter? Give the 
following information: 
1. Starting salary _______«_«_«_-_« 
2. Annual increment «_«___»__,,»»>__-«. 
3. Maximum salary 
11. Mention the procedure in which people are selected for the Job you 
expect to enter >__«._,,,._____..__«.,,..__>«_,._«__.^ ^ 
XXX 
APPENDIX 
SPLIT-HALF RELIABILITY OF ? .D.Q. 
N 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
AHX 
MX 
cx 
c^x 
I t 
5 
5 
4 
1 
5 
3 
5 
4 
3 
5 
3 
4 
5 
6 
3 
2 
5 
3 
3 
5 
79 
« 4 
- 3 .95 
» .05 
e .0025 
6 X / - | 1 - - .( 
IE 
m 
m 
/ 1.55 -
/ I . 5475 
1.24 
)025 
.0025 
I I Y 
6 
4 
2 
3 
4 
3 
5 
6 
2 
5 
3 
5 
1 
3 
4 
2 
3 
4 
6 
4 
75 
r 
1 
1 
0 
- 3 
1 
-1 
1 
0 
-1 
1 
-1 
0 
1 
2 
-1 
- 2 
1 
-1 
-1 
1 
AMY c 5 
MY « 3.75 
Cy B .25 
C^ Y 
tf Y 
m 
m 
m 
=.0625 
' 20 
/ 3 .55 -
/ 3.5875 
1.89 
Y' 
1 
- 1 
- 3 
- 2 
-1 
- 2 
0 
1 
- 3 
0 
- 2 
0 
- 4 
- 2 
-1 
- 3 
- 2 
- 1 
1 
-1 
.0625 
.0625 
2 
X' 
1 
1 
0 
9 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
4 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
31 
iX'Y' 
r « N 
6 
n - 2 6 . . 
-20 
1.24 X 
r2 
1 
1 
9 
4 
1 
4 
0 
1 
9 
0 
4 
0 
16 
4 
1 
9 
4 
1 
1 
1 
71 
- CX CY 
X 6 y 
.0125 
1.89 
1.8 - .0125 ^ 
2.3436 
« .7 
X T 
1 
- 1 
0 
6 
- 1 
2 
0 
0 
3 
0 
2 
0 
- 4 
- 4 
- 1 
6 
- 2 
1 
- 1 
- 1 
36 
1.7875 
2 .3436 
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8>LIT.HALF RELIABILITY 
n 
2 T 
- i-^ t 
2 ( .7) 
1 + .7 
1.4 
1.7 
« .82 
Split-half reliability Coefficient « .82 
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TEST BETEST RELIABILITY OF V.D.Q. 
N 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
IP 
19 
20 
AKX 
MX 
Cx 
C X 
6 X 
I X 
11 
11 
6 
B 
5 
6 
11 
11 
9 
6 
10 
10 
10 
7 
e 
9 
5 
6 
10 
11 
170 
« 10 
B 8 . 5 
St 1 .5 
«= 2.25 
. 3^8 
20 
« / 6.9 -
s /4 .65 
* 2.15 
II Y 
11 
11 
5 
8 
5 
5 
11 
11 
9 
6 
10 
10 
10 
5 
7 
4 
5 
6 
10 
11 
160 
2.25 
2.25 
AMY 
MY 
% 
<f y 
X' 
1 
1 
- 4 
- 2 
- 5 
- 4 
1 
1 
-1 
- 4 
0 
0 
0 
- 3 
- 2 
- 1 
- 5 
- 4 
0 
1 
e 10 
R 8 
B 2 
ts 4 
20 
« / l 0 . 6 
e 2.56 
Y* 
1 
1 
- 5 
- 2 
- 5 
- 5 
1 
1 
-J 
- 4 
0 
0 
0 
- 5 
- 3 
- 6 
- 5 
- 4 
0 
1 
- 4 
- 4 
X'^ 
1 
1 
16 
4 
25 
16 
1 
1 
1 
16 
0 
0 
0 
9 
4 
1 
25 
16 
0 
1 
138 
2 
r 
1 
1 
25 
4 
25 
25 
1 
1 
1 
16 
0 
0 
0 
25 
9 
36 
25 
16 
0 
1 
21? 
fex'y' - c: 
2n ^ 
2.l53e2.56 
7,9? - ^ 
5.5040 
.9 
X'Y' 
1 
1 
20 
4 
25 
20 
1 
1 
1 
16 
0 
0 
15 
6 
6 
25 
16 
0 
0 
1 
159 
jt'cy* 
< i y 
5.5040 ** • •-'V^ ^Hi/ 
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APPENDIX G 
e 1 f F 
0- 2 
3- 5 
6- 8 
9-11 
3 
23 
22 
2 
3 
26 
48 
50 
p « 2.50 + ( ^^ 'g^ ' ^ ) 3 
« 2.50 + <4#-> 3 « 2.50 + - ^ 
23 23 
« 2.50 +1.23 « 3.73 
M^  « £ + ( ! /^2^" ^ ) i 
« 2.50 + (-2——^ ) 3 
« 2.50 + - | | - » 2.50 + 2.80 
« 5.30 
. 5.50 4 ( ^ ' ^ • ?^ ) 3 
31.50 5,50 + ( >0'?0 X 9 ) « 5.50 + 
5.50 + 1.43 •= 6.93 
4 and below Iimatnre 
5~ 6 Borderline 
7 md ebove Mature 
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APPENDIX H 
VOCATIONAL INFORMATION HATSRIAL 
Most of you m l ^ t b« studying «one tubjoets of th« l i tniai i tte* 
and thoso of soelitl s e l e n e e t . For exaaplof Bnglishi Ordui Blndfi 
Porslani Arabici Sanskrit and Eeononiesi History* Psyehelogy» Sociology* 
• t e . nhatever b« your eonbination you nttst baro somo sehfsae about 
future career in your nind id i i le choosing your sidijeetSt In other 
words e i t h e r yon on your own or with the help of your parentSf teadiers 
or fr iends have made a choice or eonmitnent to yourself for fol lowing 
certain eatagoriea of Jobs and have therdiy re jec ted other categories of~ 
Jobs . This neans that aewt ww i f you want* to take Jobs l i k e 
engineeringt aedicinet e t e . i you w i l l not be able to enter such vocations, 
B e a l i s t i e considerations and mature thinking requires that your choice 
of your future career should be in ] ine with the eoanitnents thot 
already you have Made for yourself in the form of choice of your sidbjects 
at the graduation l e v e l . Not only t h i s but you w i l l have to be very 
r e a l i s t i c in your thinking ^ o u t your own aeadenie performance and the 
appropriate J ^ leve l in terms of hierarchy of Jirtis. Hhat I mean by 
t h i s i s that in aase you are p e r s i s t e n t l y ge t t ing lew marks in the 
d i f ferent semester examiaationsf I t w i l l normally be? u n r e a l i s t i c to 
think in terms of higher administrative jobs l i k e I .A.S.* I . F . S . ) I . P . S . 
aad allied services and ether higher executive posts in the publie or 
xxacv 
private teetor. Ton knew that In our eeaatry there is an aente 
problen of edaeatad aaempleyed tkarafore there it a eofl^ >etitioB for 
alsost all typea of Jabs. 
One af the naln difflenltles with the new ^radaates is thtt they 
do not know the vast potential of the avennes of eopleysient. Even the 
Arts gradaates ean secure Jabs in harmony with their abilities i f they 
are able to know «Aat sort of Jobs are available and how to go about 
applying and seenring then. The langoage students,for examplct can 
get Jobs in the foreign language division of various states and eentral 
mittisteries and in All-India Badio and sooe of the foreign Bnbassies. 
In ease they are nore aeademie minded and have performed well at the 
graduation level they ean easily plan to take the Raster's degree and 
the Job of a college or aniversity teaeher in the various regional 
departneats of the country. 
In the ease of B.Casi. or Coameree gradaatesi they ean Join C.A. 
(Chartered Aeeouataat) or as Manager or Supervisor) Bxeentives In the 
industries. The seieaee graduates ean eoBq>ete Indian Forest Service 
(I .F.S.) . New I will give yea the iaforaatfon about certain professions 
for which ArtS) Coamerce ar Science graduates ean ga. 
Following are the easq>etltions which are eandaeted by the 
Union Pub l ie Serviea Caanissioa : 
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S.No. J e b t Ag» Qiialf fieationt 
1 I.A.S. 21 - 27 B.A.t B .CM.I B.Se. 
2 I.r.S. 2 1 - 2 7 
n 
3 Indian For«tt Sarviee 21 - 27 
4 Indian Eeononie Serviee 21 - 27 
6 Indian Statlatleal Sanrlce 21 - 27 
6 Central Infoniation Sanrlea 21 - 27 
7 Asstt. Grade Bxanlaation 21 - 27 
6 Indian Poliee Service 21 •* 27 
ExaRinatieas Condneted by the Ottar Pradeih Publie Service Coaniasient 
Allakabad. 
1 Provincial Civil Service 2 1 - 2 8 B,A.» B.Con.* B.Se. 
2 Asstt. Conservators of Forest M • «. 
3 Asstt. Sales Tax Officers •» « •. 
4 Bntertaiament Inspectors m n n 
5 Laboar Inspectors « « » 
6 Asstt. Empleynent Officers « « « 
7 Passenger fix Soperintendents « » » 
6 Area Rationing Officer » « » 
9 Traffic Station Svperintmident •• •. » 
10 Excise Inspectors » •• » 
Other Services 
1 Tex Inspectors 2 1 - 2 4 
2 Ufe lasaraace Cotporation of India • • • • • • 
3 O.p. Police Service « » « 
4 tJ.P.Finaaee Exans. & AeeoHnts Service •• » •• 
5 Sab-regioaal Enpleyment Officer M « M 
6 Sales Tex Officers •• » » 
7 Asstt. General Manafar Readmys « •» •• 
xxxrii 
8 Airlines Pilot Conrs* B.A.i B .CM.I B.Se. 
9 Applied Hftiboloqf-t9§fn or 
Counsellors m » n 
10 Asstt. Regional Transport Officers * w » 
U Vocational Gaidaaee Offieers - « « 
12 Archaeology 
13 Company Seeretarjrship 
14 Cost and Works Aeeoitntants B.COB. 
15 Joomalisn B.A.t B.Cen.t B.Se. 
16 Library Science « « • 
17 Lab Assistant B.Se. 
18 Physical Bdueational Instructor O.P.Ed. 
19 Physio-ltierapy and Oecapational Therapy 
20 Social wort (Labour Officer & Welfare Officers) 
21 Sports Coach's Training 
22 Chemical Gooerai Scientists B.Se. 
23 Meteorologist " 
24 6eologftt " 
25 Geophysieist 
26 Biologist 
27 Cytolegist 
Here are soae of ether services on All India level 
1 Indian Audit and Account Service (I.A.A.S) B.A.f B.Cen.t B.Se. 
2 Indian CastOMs & Central Excise Service » •• » 
3 Indian Defence Accounts Service • • • • • • 
4 Indian Income Tax Service Class I •. • » 
5 Indian Orttaance Factory Service Class I « • • • • • 
6 Indian Postal Service « • » 
7 Indian Railway Aeceui|ts Service B.Cea. 
8 Indian Railway Traffic Service 
9 Armed Forces Headquarters Civil Service Class II 
10 Programme Aaneuuoers 
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APPENDIX I 
LIST OF OCCDPATIONS 
1. Oeetor 
2. Uwy«r 
3. Social worker 
4. AeeonntaBt 
5. Arehiteet 
6. Faraer 
7. (%emfst 
8 . Batinetsnan 
9. Teehnieian 
10. Engineer 
11. Journalist 
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APPENDIX I 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR TOE OCCUPATIONAL CHOICE TASK 
Instructions 
Mow I «Qttld lllc« to know not« about youv oeetn^fttloaai tznuiuQ^ 
Your task wil l be to choose one of the two occupations from each pair 
as given in a card. That iS) yon will pick one card from the p i l e of 
cards in front of yon. Read carefully each pair and then» as quickly 
as possible* give your choice by placing the card on your right sidei 
i f you choose or prefer the occupation given on the r l ^ t side of the 
card or by placing the card on your left sldOf i f you choose or prefer 
the occupation given on the left side of the card. Your choice should 
be made on the chances you thinJLYOu have for success and satisfaction 
in a given occupation. Rememberi you are to choose one occupation 
from each pair typed on each card as quickly ss possible but yon need 
not be unnecessarily hasty. It is Important that yon choose Just one 
occupation each time from each card. 
APPENDIX I 
A LIST OF PAIRED OCCUPATIONS 
XL 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
B. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
w. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
Architeet 
Famer 
Teehnieian 
Engineer 
Uwyer 
Journalist 
Accountant 
Social Worker 
Teehnieian 
Social Worker 
Engineer 
Doetor 
Lawyer 
Architect 
Famer 
Engineer 
Doctor 
Lawyer 
Accountant 
Technician 
Aecountant 
Journalist 
Business 
Engineer 
Teehnieian 
Journalist 
Aecountant 
Social Worker 
Architect 
Doctor 
Social Worker 
Soeial Worker 
Lawyer 
Doctor 
Architect 
Faraer 
Lawyer 
Journalist 
Technician 
Doctor 
Technician 
Social Worker 
Accountant 
Journalist 
Social Worker 
Architect 
Technician 
Social Woricer 
Journalist 
Engineer 
xu 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
36. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
. Social Herker 
Jouraalist 
Famer 
Architect 
Lawyer 
Doctor 
Engineer 
Journalist 
Accountant 
Social Wdrfcer 
Faraer 
Chemist 
Architect 
Technician 
Engineer 
Doctor 
Lawyer 
Business 
Accountant 
Social Worker 
Technician 
Engineer 
Deetor 
Journalist 
Business 
Accountant 
Social Worker 
Technician 
Engineer 
Arcitect 
Qienist 
Farmer 
Business 
Accountant 
Accountant 
Arch i tect 
Chemist 
Farmer 
Chemist 
Architect 
Lawyer 
Doctor 
Engineer 
Business 
Lawyer 
Doctor 
Social Worker 
Accountant 
Lawyer 
Journalist 
Architect 
Chonist 
Famer 
Business 
Business 
Business 
Chemist 
Farmer 
Business 
Business 
Doctor 
Lawyer 
Accoontimt 
Social Worker 
Technician 
Engineer 
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59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
6S. 
66. 
67. 
6B. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
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Business 
Doctor 
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